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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Friday, July 5, 1918.
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GREAT ENDS CANNOT BE
ACHIEVED BY DEBATING

FRENCH HIT SAVAGELY
NEAR AURRECHES AREA

Central Powers Must Realize
Sacredness of Treaties and
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Right of People to
Voice in Government,
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Elaborating the "purposo for which
the associated peoples of the world"
are fighting, the president reiterated
that peace can be only when the central powers agree to the destruction
of militarism, the consent of the governed for all readjustments, the
Baoredncss of treaties and the organisation of a league of peace. He further forestalled any offers of peace
the central
by compromise which
powers may make by announcing that
for
which
the United
the purposes
States is Bonding millions of Its men
to the trenches may not be fulfilled
around a council table.
"These great ends cannot be achieved by debating," the president asserted.
,

Allies Unity of purpose.
Throughout his address the president referred to "the peoples"', who
are fighting against autocracy, stressing thereby the unity of purpose
which actuate the allied nations. On
the other hand, he differentiated between the people of Germany and
. their
rulers as he always has done,
speaking of the Isolated, friendless
group of governments whose people
are fuel In their' hands.
A single reference to Russia gave
notice to the world that the United
States 'still accounts the peoples of
as allies.
the youngest democracy
President Wilson enumerated the opponents of, Germany as peoples of
many races.
"The people of stricken Russia still
among the rest, though they are forthe moment unorganized and helpless." - Especial Interest attached to
Tils words, particularly to the statement that Russia's distress Is only
temporary, because of plans now being formulated for giving assistance
Boris Bakhmeteff,
to the country.
who was sent here as Russian ambasthe
sador during
Kerensky regime,
was in the audience.

Preceding the president's address
Felix Sreyckmans ' of Chicago, a na
tive Belgian and chairman of the
committee of foreign nationalities,
made public confession" of the devoto the home
tion of the foreign-bor- n
of ' their adoption.
,
Talks With
' During the trip to and from Mount
resident
Vernon on the Mayrtower,
Wilson had many talks with the repwho
have
left
of
resentatives
people
their native lands to find nomes tn
America. He asked many questions
,Chiof the groups of
nese, Hungarian, even German for the
natives of countries whose governments art America's enemies, were
among the visitors.
The Informality of the trip was
abandoned at the landing. The presi-delanded between lanes of marines.
After the president and his party
had taken" their stand before the
the marines be
tomb, he, ordered
drawn closer, so that the persons
without' tickets of admission might
better hear the exercises. When the
marines moved, up, the effect was
like the sudden undammlng ofagreat
(Continued on Page Two.)
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Camp Dodge, la., July 4. Three ne
gro soldiers, convicted by a
white
of assaulting a
girl after slugging her escort on the
on
cantonment grounds,
the night of
May 24, will be hanged here at 8 a. m.
tomorrow. It, was announced today.
The negroes, whose sentences have
been reviewed and approved by President Wilson, are Robert Johnson,
Stanley Trammell and Fred Allen, all
selective service men from Alabama,
The fourth negro arrested after the
assault. Will Heard, also from Alabama, was acquitted. No civilians except newspaper men will be permit
ted to witness the executions, but any
soldiers that wish may be present.
The Eirl attacked ban . recnverAri.
Both she and her soldier escort, who
were from Des Moines, were
within the camp grounds, nearsitting
midnight, May 24, when the negroes
mem.
tacKea
Knocked unconscious,
ine soiaier recovered to hear the
girl's cries coming from a clump of
"s cne
caused the assail
antS tO flee, but the follnlnir mnrn
Ing military police arrested the negro
'
'
Bumiers.
4
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San

Calif., July 4;
Francisco,
Charles M. Schwab, director general
of tho Kmergenry Fleet corporation,
launched a ship for every letter In the
from his own
word "Independence"
yards in this district today, directed
the launching of five more from other yards, and then said t hat he longed
for many such days. Eight of the
twelve vessels constructed in Mr.
Schwab's plants were destroyers. Four
were freight vessels, one of these being the Defiance, which set world's
record for speedy construction. It wfls
launched in thirty-seve- n
days.
"This Is the answer of the American
working man to tho common foe,";
Mr. Schwab told the assembled thousands as the big Defiance parted the
waters of the Oakland estuary.
"This Is our answer to General
Pershing's call for a- bridge of ships
across the Atlantic."During the launehimrs Mr. Schwab
iook time to call for cheers for President Wilson and tho worklnirmen
who gave shape and buoyancy to the
great hulls. He stood arm in arm
with the representatives of the builders and the
workers In order that they
might be cheered to .h echo. .....
The launehings gave to America's
new mercnant marine 89,900 of the
250.D00 freight tons launched from
nearly two score yards on the Pacific
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cemeteries

fairly smothered tho graves of America's hemic dead with fresh flowers.
Ono of the most impressive sights
along tho country r.iails was that of
groups of children parading ant hur
rahing with American. French, Prlt
ish and Italian flags.
French and
American hospitals also wers decor
ated and occoslonal ambulances, bear
ing a few wounded, were cheered
girls throwing
along tho roadways;
klMsin ami wild flowers.

Athletic contests between many of
refitments
tho American
developed
dis
Officers
keenest competition.
tributed the prizes and thcro were
races, boxing and baseball.
Tho Germans also knew It was
America's great day from tho artillery
machine gun and rifle firing which
was Increased on the American fronts.
It gave the enemy something to think
about and made him keep his head
down In the trenches and dugouts.
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I,ondon, July 4. No country ever
celebrated the national anniversary
of another couutry aa the people, of
Great Britain today are celebrating
the Fourth of julv. Not alone in Lour
don, but in cities and villages
throughout the kingdom. In town halls
and in churches the American anni
versary Is being commermorated.
Announcement
fuir. Washington
Unit America has sent overseas her
first million troops kindled Immerme
enthusiasm that gave great Impetus to
the celebration,
Wherever there are
American soldiers ami sailors, they
are being entertained with great hospitality.
American flags are out on official
and business buildings all over London. For the second time In history
.ho Stars and Stripes wave above the
great tower of the parliament build
InjTS In
Westminster alongside .tha
Union Jack.
'.-,Vi.'icount Bryco Presides.
Tho formal celebration began with
a fellowship meeting In Central hall,
across the streot from Westminster
Abbey. The meeting opened with the
band of tho Cold Stream guards playing "The Star Spangled Banner."
Viscount Bryce, former ambassador
to the United States - presided
and
spoko feelingly of the past and prea- counent relations between the two
,
tries.
,
j,
Vice ;A5m!rM. Kmj,'
coornjiander' of "
the American naval forces In the war
zone, and General Blddle, of tha
American army, followed, The meeting concluded with the singing of
"God Save the King." All American
organizations In London had repre'
sentatives at the meeting.
Remarking that the' press had emphasized the fact that American
troops had been brigaded with the
Pritish and French, Admiral Sims said
that he wanted to call attention to the
fuct that for nearly a year all the
American naval forces In European
waters had been brigaded with tha
British and other allied forces.
4
I'nity of tkmunaiKt Necessary.
"It is unnecessary," said Admiral
films, "to stute that the reason for th
has no connection with the compe
tence of the admirals to direct their
own forces. From the very beginning?
It was established as an Inflexible policy that unity of command and direct
tlon was a prime requisite for sue
.

CCKS."

Tho American forces, he declared.
wore small compared to the united
navul forces, but they had performed
their duties to the satisfaction of their
supreme commanders. America's naval effort was not at an end, , although she has In European waters
250 ships, 3,000 officers and 4O,0d0
men serving in all the Euronean arena
(RV MORNINR JOURNAL
flIAL LKARRO WIRC
from the Adriatic to the White sea.-- ,
Parts, July 4. Marshall Joffre, In
' Ihe submarine
campaign has ba
a special message
written for the
admiral asserted. "At tha
Echo De Paris on the occasion of the met," tho
time
allies
are sinking
the
present
Fourth of July, says In part:
faster than they are being
"The entry of America into the war submarines
built and building ships faster thai
brought the allies moral strength of
cy are being sunk."
the deepest, meaning, but the great
j j
.
Admiral Rims conehirln.i.
fl
sister republic did not want to content
Is Idle to prophesy how lonnr'thi
'It
herself with sentimental manifesta- war will last. The
onlv definite state
tions. Thanks to American assistance ment
that can be made Is that It will
we shall come out gloriously from the
last until Germany is thoroughly
trials of so long a war."
.n :
In a measngo to Field Marshal Sir beaten."
Ten Midlon- .lust IJke Them.
,
of
Douglas Hulg, commander-in-chie- f
Speaking as the rnnriuntatlvi.
p
thei armies in France, General
the army, General Blddle said that tit
said:
the virlnl'y of almost every ' city Tri
"My Dear Sir Douglas:
tho
Kingdom are
"Independence day greetings from eitherUnited
in transit or In
the British armies in Franco extended
training. Every,
a nispiayeo me same friendcommander-in-chie- f
by lis distinguished
are most deeply appreciated by liness and generosity by authorities
all ranks of the American forces. The and individuals, who had offered hos'
firm unity of purposo, that on the pitals for the sick and wounded.
Referring to the movement
Fourth of July this year so strongly American
troops tothe battleflefd.
binds the great allied nations together,
stands as a new declaration and a new General Biddle said:
', '
"The
guarantee that tho sacred principles dlers andsignificant thing about sol.
we
see in London to
sailors
of liberty shall not perish but shall
day is that we have I0.000.000i Jusr
he extended to all peoples.
"With the most earnest good wlshps like them who can and will be brought
from myBclf and entire command, to brought over here when they are need-eAmerica Is In the war to stay art
you and our bravo Hritlsh brothers in
arms, I remain always In grout respect every report from my country, public)
or private, shows her indomitable pnr
,
and high esteem, '
pose to fight to a finish for democ"Yours very sincerely,
,
racy."
"JOHN PERSHING,"
The band of the Irish guards aav
The rmssago of General Pershing
was In renly to a tclecran: sent by a concert in the morning at the Eagle
Field Marshal Haig in which tho Brit- hut of the American Y. M. C. A. whtcfc
Is the headquarters for
said:
ish commander-in-chie- f
American
"Dear General Pershing: In betn
The
whole
event
which attracted most fc
half of myself and the
army
France and Flanders I beg you to ac- tentlon was the baseball game
en
American soldiers and saifera
cept for yourself and the troops of
your command my warmest greetings which King George attended with the
on American
Independence day. queen and Princess Mary. The kmi
.
Fourth of July this year soldiers of threw out the first ball.
America, France and Great Britain
Navy Team Defeats Army. ; '
The navy team defeated the arm
will spend side by side for the first
time In history In defense of the great by a score of J to 1.
Is
Tho day was a perfect one for baset
which
the
principle of liberty
Inheritance and tho most ball. A huge crowd greeted the royal
Proudest
cherished possession of their several party when it arrived. In addition
nations. That liberty which the Brit- thousands of American soldiers and
ish, Americans and French won for sailors there were many British and
themselves they will not fail to hold Canadian
officers and men In tha
not only for themselves but for the grandstand. The stand also sheltered
world. With the heurtlest good wishes Admiral Sims, General Blddle
other Americans of prominence, tofor you and your gallant army.
''Yours very sincerely,
gether with Lieut Geh., Jan Christiai
"D. HAIG. Field Marshal."
Pmuts, the South African stateamr 1
Premier Hu-h- es
of Australia, PremWe
"
New German War Credit.
of New Zealand. Admiral
Massey
n
4.
A
telogre,-Wemyss. first sea lord of the admit
Amsterdam,' July,
from Berlin says that a bill for a fresh alty; General Sir. William Roberts" "
1
war credit of 15,000,000.000 marks, to Lord Drsberough and others.,
be covered by loans,: was introduced
Ensign Hayes was or- Main of C I
.
ary Xcfttt an JU;today In the relchstag,
j
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Queenstownt
July 4. Americans,
British and Irish joined In the Fourth
of July celebration at this picturesque
American destroyer base and the program rivalled anything an ambitious
committee In an American
city of
100,000 might prepare.
In
Americans
British competed with
field events while the Irish flocked to
the athletic field as spectators. Two
simulbaseball games were played
taneously, while track events were
contested on another part of the field.
A minstrel show with grim humor
about submarines,
torpedoes and
.
other sea dangers followed.

l'r,i

flngn.

:

Dallas, Tex., July 4. Lieut. Frederick R. Clements, age 25 of Readvllle,
Mass., was killed at Camp Dick, Dal
las, late today when his airplane"
crsnea to earth In a 600 foot spin.
Lieutenant Clements, who graduated
from Harvard In 1915 and from the
Fort Sill, Okla., ground school for
Arkansas fo Suffrage.
r aviators last April was participating
4
kittle Rock. Ark.. Julv
T
in a
of July celebration at
kansas consltutlonal convention today Camp Fourth
Dick, having 'come here from
voted to Incorporate into the proposed his
statirig at Taliferro field, for the
new state constitution a clause
,
,
flight today.
women all civil and political giving
rights
Including suffrage and serving on
4.
Lieut, CHffprd
Welsh, La., July
juries. The clause was adopted by a Ferry of ,New York was killed and
vote of
to 3.,
;:
t ,
Lieut. Egglestfln, of Washington, severely Injured late today when an air' Benedict Receive
Cochin. plane In which they were traveling
Borne, July 4. Pope Benedict to- from
Oerstner field. : near Lake
day received In audience Baron Danys Charles, to this town to participate
Cochin, former member of the French In a flac raising fell a distance of
1M
.without PortfoUo, ,
about
fcet.
,

tt
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With th American Forces In France,
July 4 (by the AssocImIikI
French villages where there aro Americans presented a truly American appearance today, French soldiers and
civilians joining the Ainerlcuns in celebrating tho Fourth of July and making it the holiday of both nations. Civil and military buildings, and business
places arid private residences
were
decorated with American and French
flags and the colors of the other allies.
Children In tho streets waved
small flags in honor of the Americans,
many of the boys and girls throwing
wild flowers at passing American
automobiles and motor trucks. Hundreds of French automobiles moving
back and forth at the front were
adorned with American and French

Many villages were enlivened
by
The Japanese Ambassador to athletic
games participated In by
American soldiers while Impressive
America Also Reiterates His ceremonies
wore held ut somo of the
Nation's Devotion to the army posts.
rnvM urn Dci'oratcd,
Old women and children living In
Cause of Liberty,

FIGHTING

IER

PACIFIC

6L0WING

began nearly three quarters of a century ago, Viscount lshli, tho Japanese
ambassador, aoay reiterated his
a
dewtion to the
causo of liberty and paid tribute to
America's part in the war.
Tho ambassador presented
to the
neighboring township of Fair Haven
a Japanese sword of the fourteenth
century as a mark of appreciation of
kindness shown by the township people in 1S50 (o a Japanese sailor who
lived here elKht years after being
brought, in by a whales to New Bedford. This boy. Mantiro Nakahamn.
went back to Japan with a story of his
experiences nnd of American ways
that paved the way for ('ommndo'ro
Perry, whom he served
Interpreter.
HARD
Jho Port of New Hedford and Fair
Haven is the cradle of modern Japan-es- e
civilization and it is In this sense
that the Japanese nation feels grate
over
ful
this historical incident." said
IN
Viscount lshli. "Let mn avail myself
of this opportunity to say a few words
with reg'ird to tho war.
I'uit Japan Is Pliiylwr.
"As to what part Japan as an ally
LI
Iris played In tho past, is playing actually br will be prepared to play In
future I do not feel Justified to enter
In detail.
Under no circumstanced
HIV MOHNINO
JOURNAL SPECIAL LIAD WIF
should our enemy be given opportunItalian Army Headquarters, Wed- ity to draw strategic advantages from
nesday. July 3 (by the Associated. untimely disclosures. Rul'fjen It. to say
Japan is thoroughly prePress). The fighting that is in prog- here that
pared to contribute t her noble allies
ress ilong lie lower reaches of the In
this terrible war in a war which
Piavo is as severe as was that of last In her Judgment Is most efficient and
week in this region, whero mud, sand conducive to the ultimate success or
and water are everywhere under foot tho common cause.
"There Is one thing, however, to
and clumps of tall growing Brasses
which I would direct your particular
are frequent.
and that Is the untiring efAt four points tho 'Italians attacked attention our
enemy to estrange allied
the Austrian positions In this region forts of one
from the other.
powers
a
of
frontage
along
eight miles. In
"Tho rumor of a possible approach-men- t
this comparatively small stretch no
Germany and Japan is
less than twelve temporary bridges a fine between
new
of Gorman propthrown across by the Austrians were aganda. It specimen
Is a matter of regret that
destroyed by airplanes dropping small such a
preposterous canard should
barrels of burning oil upon thorn. The find even
credence. I
Italian Infantry are frequently seen a am satisfieda momentary
cleverly
ahort distance away, calmly waiting started and that, however,
the report Itself
while the bridges are attacked from betrays utter spread,
nationthe
of
Ignorance
the air, the troops then being thrown al character of tho
Japanese peoplo,
against the remaining Austrians.
to
whatever , other qualities
About tho most violent resistance maywhom,
be wanting, tho chivalrous
displayed by any of tho enemy troops and deep sense of obligation havespirit
nevis that of the Bosnians and Hcrzego-vinian- s er been
lacking."
on this front, who are still
wearing their picturesque turbans. As
tho Italians advance they are finding
the dead among these already stripped
by their comrades. There are other
Austrians, however, who as soon as
they are taken'.., prisoner and find
themselves safe within the Italian
lines cry "down with Austria."
rfun-ne-
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(It? Morning Joiirnul KptH'lttl leased Wire.)
An Atlantic Port, July 4. lcstruc States, was sent to tho bottom by an
tion In Kuropcan waters of fivo
unseefi submarine. A moment later,
submarines by Rritlsh transports, however, an American destroyer In
the protecting fleet detected tho unand by American and liritish destroy- dersea
boat below the surface and
ers convoying them, was described by
dropped a depth bomb, making a dipassengers who arrived here today on rect hit. Tho same evening a
an English liner.
was sighted by the passenger
The transports, one of which was whose gunnrrs sank It by shell vessel,
fire.
The othoJtbree submarines were
carrying 1,000 .American soldiers to
Kurope, aecountcd for three of the destroyed on the eastward trip of anand the destroyer sank the other convoy. They said a Hritlsh
other two, according to the voyagers. transport with 7.000 American troops
Officers of tho liner confirmed their aboard, rammed a submersible which
was revealed with two others In the
stories.
The passengers witnessed the tor- sudden lifting of a heavy fog. Almost
n
li,43-toHritlsh
pedoing of the
simultaneously with the disappearfreighter Orissa, which was part of ance of the first Submarine bcncAth
their convoy, when tho fleet was ap tho transport's how, the ship's
accounted for another, while a
proximately a day out, steaming west
from the KritiHh Isles. Tho orissa. liritish destroyer
of the
disposed
bound with ballast for the United third.
Gcr-nm-

i

VISCOUNT

Five German
Are Sent to Bottom
in European Waters

,

TO BE HANGED FOR

J

The yards of the Submurine Hoat
CoriHirutlon at Port Newark, S. .1.,
showing tho 28 shipyard In which
fabricated stwl whips are
made.
Ill tlic I'dnU-r- , Henry It. Sutplicn, who
the
Idea
of
originated
making stool
slilps In piece and assembling llicin

trans-Siberia-

3 NEGRO SOLDIERS

FLOATS BY
SIDE OF UNION JACK

'

(Undated War Ixail, by the Associated

PreKl.)
By a surprise attack on the Gorman
lines, planned especially as a celebration of American independence dav.
Australian troops took the village
Hamel, east of Amiens,
occupied
Vaire and Hamel woods, south of the
village and captured more than 1,500
The Australians advanced
prisoners.
under the? cover of a smoke barrage
and were led by tanks In the breaking
of the enemy's line over a front of
more than four miles. The attack
penetrated a mile and a half Into the
German positions. ,
The British war office has announ
ced Americans participated. This Is
the first time they have appeared In
this part of the line.
Tho French struck savagely, cutting
the enemy ranks near Aurreches,
south of
where
on Tuesday night they won a local
success and captured prisoners. Here
the Germans lost 1,066 prisoners.
In both operations the allies have
improved their positions by gaining
rather high ground, which can be
readily defended.
Italians Score Advances.
At the same time that the British
French and Americans were attack-inthe Italians continued to advance
in the area near the mouth of the
Fiave, Scattered machine gun emplacements have "been cleaned out,
Italian
While light "bonis fro
navy have entered the lagoons on the
left flank of the Austrian armies and
given valuable assistance to the land
forces. The Italians also have won
ground In the San Lorenzo valley, east
of the Brenta river.
Announcement Is made that Mohammed V, sultan of Turkey, died
Wednesday night. The heir to the
throne is Yusseff Izzcduno, cousin of
the deceased sultan and a son of tho
lato Sultan Abdul Asslzz.
Fighting between the Gorman soviet
forces and tho peasantry is reported
from Yekaterinburg, the city in eastern Russia where the main line of the
n
railroad is Joined by
the branches of the road running to
north and south Russia. It was
recently that the Czechoslo
vak troops were, in control of Yekaterinburg and it is said that an army of
200,000 peasants, well armed, has
been formed there.
German Attempts J'all.
Germans attempt to drive Ameri
can forces from then positions at
Vaux, west of Chateau Thierry, seem
to have failed utterly. There have
been no furthor reports of desperate
German efforts to regain the line
from which they were unceremoniously ousted by the Americans Tuesday
i
night.
In all the allied countries and their
(Continued on Psie Two.)

OLD GLORY

CHEERED

Villages WhcYo Yankees Are War Will Last Until Germany
Billeted Present an Ameri
Is Thoroughly Beaten, Adcan Appearance; Old Glory
miral Sims Declares; Sub
Floats With Tricolor,
Campaign Has Been Met,

'
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AMBULANCES

Both Operations Allies Have
Improved Their Positions by
bainmg Possession of Rath
er High Grourfd.

Have

Washington,
July 4. From the
shadows of Washington's tomb President Wilson today offered America's
Declaration of Independence to the
peoples of the world with a
that the United States and its pledge
allies
will not sheath the sword In the war
against the central powers until there
is settled "once for all" for the world
what was settled for America in 1776.
Foreign-'jor- n
citizens of the United
in three nationalities, who
.
States,
h "i p' "u wreaths of palms on the
tomb U. tusen of fealty to the principles laid down by the father of his
country, cried their approval of his
words In many languages and then
stood with reverently
bared heads
while the voice of John McCormack
A soared 'over the hallowed ground in
the notes of "Star Bangled Bahncr."
"Washington and his associates, like
the barons at Runnymede, spoke and
acted, not for a class, but for a people," the president said. "It has been
left for us to see to St that it shall
- be
understood that they spoke and
acted, not for a single people only, but
for all mankind.
"There can be but one Issue. The
settlement must be final. There can
be no compromise.
- "What we seek is the reign of law,
based upon the consent of the governed and sustained by the organized
opinion of mankind."
tttcranoes Are Approved.
The speaker's crisp words as he
'phasiied the least whloli America "will
consider as a basis for peace were In- terrupted by a tumult of words of ap
The demonstration swept
proval.
beyond the wall of khakl-cla- d

.
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Washington,
Jijly 4. Diplomatic
advices received today from Vladivossaid
tok
the city was. quiet!' with
Czecho-Slova- k
forces In complete control after enforcing' general disarmament and occupying the principal
t
government buildings.
American, British end Japanese
naval guards who have been on duty
for months guarding war stores were
reinforced from ships In the harbor
when It became apparent that the
s
were preparing to
take charge of tho city by force. They
apparently had no part In the fightTwo ritarged With Murder.
ing however.
The Czecho-SlovaKansas Clty Mo. July 4. Warrants
Issued an ulticharging George Milner and Mrs. matum to the sovle authorities de
of
with
Kansas
Milner,
disarmament
Mary
City,
and surrender
manding
first degree murder In., connection of the city. Russian sailors at the navwith the death here May 24 of Joseph al barracks laid down their asms but
Mori no. a diamond- broker, whose some detachments of the red guard
body was found In a local hotel, With resisted and lost a number of. men.
the skull crushed and diamonds val- Some of the
s
also were
ued at $2,000, were Issued here today. killed,
.
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, Friday, July 5, 1918.
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HUN S REFUSE TO

MEHCHANT

ADVICE II

MARINE FLEET IS
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THE GRIM REAPER
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RAPIDLY

FACE

are'easily possible in
your home if you have
the painter use
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SPSCTL I SASCO WISH
Amsterdam, July 4. Mohammed V.,
of
Turkey, died at 7 o'clock
sultan

lY

Harrisons

Sanitary Flat

'

Interior Finishes

It's a rest to tired

fee

nerves and to tired
eyes to sit down in a
room, the walls of
which are finished in
these beautiful, soft
tints. These finishes
are sanitary, and your
walls can be washed
time
at
if desired.
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house-cleani-

'iil

ti...

3iMwuuum

a
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AZTEC FUEL CO.

Store your

next

IUI

Jl

winter's

Coal Now.

Phone

251
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the army. The two captains wore
presented to King George before the
game.
In his speech nt the Fellowship
f "M jr
meeting Winston Spencer Churchill,
minister of munitions, said:
"Great harmony exists between the
spirit and language of the Declaration of Independence nml'nll wo nrc
fighting for now. Th? declaration Is
not only an American
By
law
It we lost an empire, hut by it we also
saved the empiro.' I'.y applying itn
principles and learning Its lcrmnn wo
preserved our communion with the
powerful commonwealth our children
anwoi.
established beyond the sens.
t 1'
"We desire to xpress to our American kith and kin our joy and gratitude fop tho mighty aid they are
bringing.
"The presence In Knropr of a mili.i
Ol
lion American soldiers, awaiting side
by aide with their French end British
t.i !'
comrades the utmost fury of the common enemy, Is an cvptU th.it seems
Vd l.'j to transcend tho limits of purely mundane things and fills us with the deepest awe. Amid the calnJiKc the measureless grief and desolation, t am1 convinced that the world is teller guided
toward something belter and much
finer than has ever been known.
'The war has becomn a conflict r.f
Ot tl! Christian
civilization with scientific
barbarism. ' One system or the other
must decisively prevail. Germany's
defeat must bo expressed In terms of
faetB which will deter others from
emulating her crimes, but the German
people must have tho assurance
III!
thAt we claim for oursslvcs no funda'J
mental right which we are not willing
12
in all circumstances to secure to them.
"AH that Is written or Implied in
the Declaration of Independence arid
lit
theirs, tomorrow will he theirs, whatever the fortune of war."
r'
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MOUNTAINAIR; CROP
OUTLOOK IS BRIGHT
C..MNDttlCr
Mountalnair, N. M., July 4. A fin
rain fell here Tuesday. .The ground is
thoroughly soaked and the outlook
for a big crop of corn and beans Is
bright.
The directors of the Mounlalnalr
State bank have voted to cirry 2, per
cent, or $5,000, to surplus aoeohnt
which makes a total capital and surplus of $85,000. This gives the local
banking institution tho largest
surplus of any hank In
'.fP.aiAI.

TO

M)HMIN

BMCtAV

IKV MOKNIN

Wl

Lf AMD
4.
America
10. 040,6
t

Wiivhii.iiii.ii.
.Inly
r..M...l...nt
(rri.wn
of 1 , 642
tnn, ,l tl.A
last night, says a Constantinople
received hero today by way of now ulii..H or 1.430.793 tohs ill the risVienna.
eal year ended Juno 30, was au'gmen
ed todav by the unprecedented launc
sover- of noarly 100 ships.
Mohammed V., thirty-fift- h
of
Af IVifa
fPK
lnv.nl m'mV
eign of Turkey in direct deferent of
the House of Daman,' founder of the workmen which made' tho launching?
recognition
nossible received due
empire, tamo to the throne by a from' the
highest officials directing
coup d'etato on April 27, 1909, after the war activities of tho nation.
having been held for thirty-thre- e
"We d,ro all comrades in a great
In
years a prisoner hy his brother. Sul- caiise,'- declared President Wilsonund
last night
tan Abdul II, in the royal palace and a message made' public
schemread today as part of tho launching
gardens in Constantinople. The his
VH fits. FTOm
"
own ItTt'IlUflU' B lI" ..t.nnhr.i
"
..vn'rf
ing Abdul II intended that described
the tfianKB
rob,i1- Tnvp.l.inr? came men
son, Prince Burhan Kdine,
EuIn
American
of
tho
of
fighting
as the most brilliant and gifted
tho
the princes of tho house of Osman rope 'for the euppo.'t which
should succeed him. Rut this plan lauitchingg are substantial evidence.
fail
we
cannot
'"With such backing
was thwarted when parliament deasserted the commander of'
posed Abdul mid placed his prisoner to( win.""
Htates army in France.
brother. Mohammed Kosohad Hffendt, the UW-'eChairman Hurley, chief of tho men
on the throne as Mohammed W
head of the directing 'the shipbuilding program,
The
men acMoslem church, drew up the decree did hot stint his prW.e otho
of deposition, which passed parlia- tually' building the ships In expressment without a dissenting vote. Five ing the appreciation of (he shipping
minutes later, Mohammed, who dur- board for the work accomplished. the
"'Ybuf employes will dousoi
ing his imprisonment had had no exhe said in a telegram to tho
perience in the duties of government,in kaiser,"
being purposely denied education de- yard managements.
Program .started nt Midnight.
such matters by his brotheis was
The vast program of launchings at
clared sultan. Tho same afternoon
he took the oath of fidelity to the which shipyards from Bath, Me.h to
Turkish constitution and 101 guns Tampa, Fla., and from Tacoma,
Wash., to lios Angeles, Calif.,' took
proclaimed the new sovereign.
Mohammed V. was born In Con- part was started at a minuto after
Wis., the
stantinople November 3, 1845. He midnight when nt .Superior,
vessel of 3,400
was of a studious disposition and read Lako Avrice, a steel
IVIIVH.
uli,1
rlnu.'..
ihn
widely in Turkish literature. His long
Original estimates listed ninety-fiv- e
imprisonment with lack oi exercise
uui
and rich living undermined his health ships n HKeiy lo lane me water,were
and several times he was reported as Mr. Hurley and Mr. .Schwab
dead or seriously ill. His appearance insistent that no vessel should be held
showed the ravages of time and the back, several went down the ways
of time. Others not included
worries of an unsteady throne. By ahead
his enforced seclusion ho was totally in thA lluf hnve been sneerleil tin bv
unfit for public life and is reported the eagerness of workmen to make
to have said regarding it: "During my the "anlash" tho greatest in the
starting in a ripple
years my world'swillhistory,
imprisonment of thirty-thre- e
be a tidal wave before it
enemies have slandered me and called that
nrmnnv
rniir.Vtra
mo a madman bordering on imbecilAnnouncement
by the bureau of
ity.'' He was characterized as
weak and in genuons, with an navigation mm tne mercnant tonnage
almost infantile curiosity, and of a flying the Wars and Stripes has
passed the 10.000,000 mark started the
religious nature.
At his accession he espoused the day with a thrill for Americans and
cause of the Yung Turks, the party good cheer for the allies. That total
which was in opposition to the form does not include 200,000 tons of requiand ceremony of his brother's reign. sitioned Dutch ships, 404,700 tons of
I'pon tho deposition of Abdul, Mo- hospital ships) transports and other
hammed was welcomed by them as n auxiliary craft operated by the army
navy, and smaller craft under 500
champion Of freedom. He promised and
a progressive reign In a speed from tons employed in considerable numbers employed in military and naval
the throne read by the grand vizier. service.
Tho fiscal year's output was
Ho was, however, merely a pawn of
the Young Turk party, although he tho greatest in' tho nation's history.
sent out to the world tho message that
he had always been the ardent supporter of the cause of liberty, enlightenment and progress.
His hand in the government was
never strong. Illness, a naturally easy
disposition and weak
kept
him continually at the mercy of the
Turkish officers and tho liberal party. Ho feared deposition during the
Turko-Italia- n
war In 1911 and spent
a night praying in the (various shrines
(BY MORNIH
of Constantinople.
He appealed to
JOURNAL ftPICIAL LtARtO WIRI!
the army to be loyal to him ami said
Washington,
July 4. Tho army
enthat their treasonable demands
casualty lint today contained fifty-tw- o
the name, divided as follows:
couraged the cnomy to attack
Dardanelles. He also lost most of his
Killed In action, 9; died of wounds,
Kuropcan dominions in the Balkan A;' died of accident and other causes,
wars. The Young Turks invaded the 3; died of disease, r; wounded severepalace In 1913 when Mohammed was ly, 26; missing in action, 2; prisoner, 1.
reported to have become reconciled The list:
Killed in Action.
with his, brother.
In 1914, at tho outbreak of the presLieutenants Roland Jackson, Coloent war, Mohammed Issued a procla- rado Springs, Colo.; Civilian Hodley
111.;
mation blaming the triple entente with Cooper,
Riverside,
Halllday
thrusting war on Turkey. He ex- Smith, Nyack, N? Y.; Privates Arthur
with
of
Brldgonhagen,
Bay. Wfs.j
Sturgeon
changed telegrams
greeting
8.
T).',
the German emperor from whom he Arthur H. Bunee, Ashton.
J. Houston, .Philadelphia;
Inter received the (Iron Cross. When Charles
England and Franco declared that a Fred U Strong, Hart, Mich.; Cecil It.
state of war existed with Turkey he Sullivan. Butto, Mont.; Tom It. West,
Tenn.
arranged to send troops to Germany Oliver Springs,
IlItNl of Wounds.
whenever needed. In return he was
Privates Beraldo Delbeato, PaiWno,
appointed field marshal by the German emperor and received the baton Italy; Pat Rogers, Glasflrummohd,
of that office from Fiold Marshal von Ireland; Joseph Sammertine;- - BrookMnckensen.
lyn: Adolph Tonetti, Millsboro. Pa.;
In February, 1917, In a speech in Virgil K. Weaver, Fort Wayne, Ind.;
Yoder. Kans.
parliament, the sultan promised Tur- Early It. Williamn,
IlM'd of Dlsciinc.
kish participation in tho war until the
11, Elston,
Thomas
end, and declared the allience forced
Ore.; Privates Anthony J.
him to break relations with the
Colfax, Calif.; Charles Samuel
Unlled Htates.
The Turkish emm'ro paid dearly for Carpenter, Littleton. N. H.;'Bertrahd
O.j
Henry
his entry into the great war. Itussia C. Howell, Nelsonville,
overran Armenia and tho British O'Neal, CnlumbHH. Ga.
drove the Turks far up 'he Valleys of Dicri of Aciidcnt and Oilier Causes.
Privates George Ashe, New York;
iho Euphrates and the Tigris and
took Jerusalem, Bagdad and other Theodore I.. Brasflat, Plaza, N. D.;
important cities from them with Abraham Brown, New York.
great loss of life and treasure. Under
him Turkey has become virtually &
German
vassal In the ' autocratic SANTA FE OFFICIAL
;
scheme of the Gorman
powers for
Teutonic ascendancy in central EuWINS COMMISSION AS
rope.
LIEUTENANT IN ARMY
The next heir to tho throne, Tusseff
lazedane, is the son of the late Sultan Abdul AW. and was therefore, (PBCJAl CORRRBPONDtNCI TO MONHIIM JOURMfcO
first cousin of Mohammed V.
J. Fred
NSilvcr City, N. M., July 4
eldest, son, Zla Rddlno, a Ulnn tni Ihn mist ulv VillfS assistant
man now over 30, is ninth in the line trainsmastef for the Santa Fe. having
of succession.
charge of tho lines between ueming,
Silver City, Hurley and Santa Rita,
with headquarters at Hurley, has been
l
SURPRISE ATTACK ON .
lieutenant in the
f.mhllKmintipri' n
reserve corps,' itnlted States
engineer
GERMAN LINES BY THE
lie
army and will
assignea ' to ticuve
'
at once.
duty
AUSTRALIANS SUCCESS
Ant. m l.fitt linnn ul ith thn Santa
Fe system a number of years and has
t
been held in high esteem by1 Santa Fo
be
officials.
It is expected he will'
.
.
11.IU.1
colonies the American Independence sent to r ranee, wnere me uni.tu
hunday was observed in an unprccedent-edvanne- r. States armyofIs operating several'
miles
government railroad deIn London and the largo dred
to
of
movement
voted
the
troops and''
cities of England there wire special HiinnlleH.
exercises. Even the small towns join
Mrs. Anton and children left the
ed In honoring the United States; in
week for their former nomo in
France .the people of Parts and it past
East Lns Vegas, where they will live
great many other cities entered Into --.hll. t laiilin.ni
An(A
1 In tha ofv.
the observance of the day with thetr Ice. Tho Anton
have been
family
proverbial enthusiast! and elaborate
in Hurley and their departure
programs were carried out; In Italy popular
Is regretted by a wide circle of
the smaller cities vied with their larg. menus.
er cities in the celebration of the day.
South American
three .of
nations,
IMNOKRft Of costtVENES8.
which had. declared tho day A nationlieadatfie,' lassial holiday, participated In What was tude, Irritability, "blues,"
snllownesa,
world-Wide
demonstration blotches, are anions: tho results of con
virtually a
''' stipation. If
of American independence','
long neglected It may
Along the American sectors of the muse niie3, ulceration or Dowels,
battle line in France, he day was obnervous orostratlon, par'
served by the hoys la khaki, who were lysis. Don't delay treatment.' Best
called upon to perform only work remedy is Foley Cathartic Tablets, as
that was absolutely ' necessary. The many thousands know from expert
Germans, who had been expected to ne. They not only do their work
selw upon the Fourth of July a a surely, easily, gently, but without In
dramatie setting for an attack against jury to stomach or intestinal lining.
am parr of the line, did not inter- Contain no hablHortrdng element.
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lohammed V, Thirly-- f if Ih Construction of ,G22 Ships in Hail of Bullets From American Washington, July 4. LEASED
All
coinage
of the United States mint
Machine Guns Halls an En- records
Fiscal Year Ended June 30
were broken during the fisral year
Sovereign Dies in His Sevenending June 30, both for value and
is Augmented by Launching
ty-fifth
Year; Came to the
emy Counter Attack; Gor- number of new
pieces of money put
into circulation, tho report of the diMore
man Plane, Is Downed,
of Nearly One Hundred
Throne in the Year 1909',
rector of the mint, made public today.

CHEERFUL COLOR
HARMONIES

.r

Rf

Moham-hamnied-

...

'a

.

.

'

i

1

,

n,

rupt the stlerntlsAf Aleef tit ftoat.

a,

shows. A total number of .714,139,119
now coins were made with a value of
$43,596,895, against $25,445,148 coined in 1917.
The mints were kept
basis most of the
busy on a
in
year
making the record.
Tne humble penny came into
demand and the mint turned out 528,351,479 before the public
was
need
satisfied.
In 1907 an output of 213,501.198 cent pieces' was
sufficient. The nickel showed no
such increase in popularity, and the
number coined in 1B18 amounting to
82,723,278 was onlyslishtly greater
than in the previous year.
'
follows:Silver coins also came out of the
'
"Section A: Northwest of Chateau mints in greatly increased numbers.
artilintense
been
hus
ThicrTy there
There were .24, 105,440 half dollars
lery activity on both sides. In the made, against 9,179,800
during the
Vosges three raiding parties which previous year, and 45,223,400 quarters
rewere
In comparison with 19.fi78,000 made
attempted to reach our lines
pulsed and suffered severely from our in 1917v There were 116,458,800 new
fire.
dimes made, as against 87,542,000 in
"Section B: Northwest of Chateau 1917.
.1
With the end of the year the volThlery to day of June 30 to July In
was occtlpled by our troops mainly
ume of new coinage began to meet the
durmade
attack
the
demand, and subtrcasury stocks and
preparation for
ing the evenlng.of Julv 1 on Vaux. mint stores have been built up again,
The preparation consisted In continuwhile, operation oT the mints have
ous and, heavy harusslns fire from our been put back to the usual single shift
5 o'clock In
ut
batteries commencing
per day.
the morning. Tho German nrtlllery,
on the riyier hartd. was somewhat less
active than on the preeeding day. Its
operations took the form of harassing
and registration fire which fell mainOFFICIAL STATEMENTS
ly on fho Marotto wood, I,e Thoilet,
Paris
Lrt Crolsette,
Boucbclln, the
road. Triangle farm. La Cense farm,
the Belleau wood, Bouresches and Ixi
Vere I)u Chatol.
Machine dun Fire Increases.
the after"Shortly after 5 o'clockon in Menneaux,
IRT MORNIN
JSURMOV SRICIAL LEAEID WIRIl
noon the enemy's tire
Paris, July 4. The official stateHH1 204, our lines of Belleu wood and
ment
issued by. the war office today
our positions in the vicinity of Bou,
resches became heavy. The German reads:
"With the exception of some activirifle
infantry increased machine gun,
and grenade fire, especially from the ty on the part of,opposlng artilleries
the Oise and the Alsna and
region of Hill 204 and Vaux. Other- between
wise there was no unusual activity In the region of St. Pierre Algle durour
of
until after the commencement
ing the course of the day, there is
attack when tho circulation of troops
nothing to report.
and vehicles In tho German rear areas
ir.aatlu InPffinHcd.
Of tho numerous prisoners taken In
and around Vaux July 1 to July 2, one
'V WORNINO journal EPtc.Al. l.nnrn ""nr!
Washington. Ju!;- - 4 Penile of
three enemy raiding pririicn which attempted to reach the Anvrirati lines
in the Vosges was raportd tod.'iy in
General Pershing's eomm'in:"ii" for
yesterday,- - Intensi nrlilleiy m tivity
on both sides northrweat of Chateau
'
Thierry' was noted.
Further description of the fighting
along the American lines near Chateau, Thierry, on the Maine and in
Picardy is given In the second section
of the communique.
The dispatch

'

iu the State of New Mexico, at tho c,lose or business oil
Juno 20th, 1018.
RESOURCES
(
Loans and discounts (except those shown on
.$545,318.41
..'
(b)
$545,318.41
Total loans
U. S. Bonds: ,
TJ. S. bonds owned, and unpledged
6,150.00
6,150.00
Total U. S. bonds
8,400.00
Subscription to stock of Federal Reserve Bank..
V
4,200.00
4,200.00
'Less amount unpaid
3,088.45'
Furniture and fixtures .
' 13,086.60
Real estate owned other than banking house....
19.158.S2
Net amount due from Federal Reserve Bank....
3.700.58
Net amount due from National banks..........
1,039.61
4,830.19
Net amount due from reserve banks
Other checks on banks in the Same city or town
At Albuquerque,

.

1

as reporting bank . :
Fractional currency, nickles and cents
Coin and currency

tnterestine information

counter-attacregarding the German
The points of his story were as fol
lows
"At 4:30 o'clock on the afternoon
of July 1, his battalion while drilling
In a rear area, suddenly received the
order to fall in with marching equipment. At 7 o'clock they left camp and
nrncee,leil tiv the CllMtcaU TIlieiTy
Paris and other minor roads through
Vlnceless to a polnl about 700 yards
from Vaux. There they lay In readwhich
iness for the coupler-attacwas scheduled to toko place tit 3:15
Kn
was
the
hmiw
artillery
nviwi,
fire on both sides, however, that it
was Impossible, for them to advance
until 3:45 o'clock.
was performed
"The counter-attac- k
by groups of eight men deployed in
roi
skirsmih
ino and immediately
lower! I v other groups of which each
carried two light machine guns. Af
ter several attempts to go forward
they were stopped hy our machine
gun fire. Their platoon leader asked
for reinforcements before attempting
to go forward, but ' reinforcements
were refused and a continuation or the
attack ordered. Ho next sent word
that his platoon was receiving flank
inir fire from two machine guns and
could make no progress. Once again
he was ordered to attack under all
circumEstances, but his men refused
to obey. Another platoon camo tip.
deploying on the left of the first, but
this too was decimated by our fire
Finally the men received orders to
save themselves best they could. They
took refugo In a cellar, where fifty or
sixty Aof them surrendered shortly be
fore
o'clAi'k.
r.ernifiiitt I'u.. fZna Klwllu.
"On the day of June 29 to 30, the
German artillery along the Marne
did not maintain the activity shown
on the day previous. The fire, which
was mainly from guns of small cali
bre, was distributed almostimpartlal
ly along the sector. A few gas shells
were noted, this being the first oc
casion that gas has appeared in this
sector for some time. German air
planes agaiiv showed moderate activ
ity. Behind the Germari lines isolated
and individual groups were seen here
and there, a few' of the men riding
bicycles. During the night there was
a plentiful display of red and white
rockets of from one tni four sttfrs
each, in connection with the usual
banging ropes.
"In Picardy be:woen noon June
29th and noon of the 30th, there
Were no notable occurences,
except
tho activity of tho enemy's airplanes.
HU combat planes were more ag
and several-gressive than usual
fights ensued, in course of which
ons German plane was brought down.
A few bombs were' again dropped Tjy
Oermaa machines during the night,
failing on this occasion on our front
lines. The total number of German
planes was, however, distinctly below
tho average. The hostile artillery lite
whs light, consisting of slight harassing Pro in our rear areas with '.short
concentration at Grivesnes, the VII- lcrs wood and other points. Very
little gas was used.
"In the German rear areas nothing of particular note Was observed
except that a party of forty to fifty
Germans 'came under our rifle iflre
while moving In the' vicinity of Fontaine wood. They were scattered and
put to flight. During the morning
a propaganda balloon came down
lnsido our lines."
'.:.'!.'
k.

''
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Berlin, July 4 (via London). Tho
from general
official communication
headquarters today says:
"Fichtine activities revived in the
Since
sectors.
evening on isolated
of the
early morning on both- sides fire
has
Sommo the enemy's artillery
been heavy.
Infantry engagements
cleve oned in th is region.
"Violent attacks were launched by
the French north of the Aisne. East
the enemy
of
on
were repulsed in a counter-attac- k
our frtrttt lines; his attack broke down
in front of our entanglements.
"Fresh enemv attacks west of Cha
teau Thlerrv broke down. A strong
enemy attack on the east bank of the
Meuse was repuiseu. in me naiin:iKu
vie captured prisoners in successful
raids.
Moulins-Sous-Toutve- nt

Berlin via London, July 4. Patrol
attacks on both sides of tho Somme
to
river were frustrated, according
the statement Issued by he war office
tonight.

335.40

.

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid- Surplus fund
Undivided profits (c)
Demand Deposits:
Individual deposits subject to check
Certificates of deposit due in less than 30 days..,.
Certified checks
Cashier's checks outstanding
State deposits
Total of demand deposits, Items 27, 28, 29, 30,

$100,000.00
40,000.00
11,180.47

,

31, 32, 33, 31

,

,

Certificates of deposit
'.
Other time deposits
Totaf of time deposits, Items 35. 36, 37
Rediscounts with Federal Reserve Bank
Notes and bills rediscounted elsewhere than
Federal Reserve Bank

l.v

:

96,956.89
12,734.91
50.07
2,539.18
2,215.49

(

100,117.59
63,674.59
236.764.32

...,

296,859.13
32,81-8.0- 0

at
32,818.00

.';'."''.-

Total T
.$598,933.92
Slate of New Mexico, County of Bernalillo, ss:
We, J. B. Herndon, I'resident; and H. K. Walter. Assistant Cashier, of
the above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true
to the best of our knowledge and belief.
J. B. HERNDON, President.
H. E. WALTER, Assist' Cashier.
Correct Attest:
"
-

J. KORBER,
J. B. HERNDON,

O. N. WARRON,
'

"

Subscribed
'

DION
OF

7

Directors.

and sworn to before me this 3rd day of July, 1918:
ISABEL BENSON, Notary Public.

HI!

II LICK

IRK IN 3 YEARS

Now Working Every Day Like
Nothing Was Ever the Mat-

ter With Him,

HOW SHE BANISHES T1ACKACIIK.
Mrs. Effie E. Kleppe, Averlii, Minn.,
writes: ' I was at a sanitarium three
weeks at one time, two weeks another
time, fort rheumatism and kidney trouble and got no relief. On my return
home I began using Foley Kidney Pills
and found immediate relief; a halt
This is
bdttle completed the cure.
further proof Tiat these wonderful
pills give relief where other treatments fall. Uneqiialed for weak, sore,
aching kidneys, bladder, back, muscku
or Joints. Sold everywhere.

Journal Want

Acts

bring results.

"Positively, I hadn't been able to hit
a lick of work in three years when I
started on Tanlac, andnow I am working every day like nothing was ever
the matter with me," said joe Boone,
of 1416 North Navidad street, San An-

tonio, Texas, recently.
"Five years ago," he continued, "I
was taken down with a bad spell of
pneumonia that left me in a wretched
state, and although I tried all sorts
of medicines I couldn't regain my
health. My appetite was so poor that
I didn't relish the littlo I managed
to force down and my food gave me
no strength at all. My nerves went all
.to pieces and I couldn't sleep at night
to do any good. I fell off till I was almost as thin as a rail and feit so
that I wasn't fit
tired and worn-ofdr a thing.
"Several of my friends had been
taking Tanlac and were so much
plased with the way it got them over
their troubles that they advise:! mo
to try it. My first bottle aced Hke it
was made especially for my ease and
I began to pick up right off, and now
after taking five more I have a hearty
appetite and can eat anything I want
and am gaining in weight and
a top
strength every day. I sleep like
and feel better than I have in years.
When my sister saw the relief Tanlac
brought me Bhe started on It too, and
it has done her so much good that she
is praising it to everybody."
Tanlac is sold in Albuquerque at
the A I varado Pharmacy. Adv.
ut

PEACE CAN COME ONLY
WHEN HUNS SUBJUGATED
PRESIDENT WilSON SAYS
(Continued

tT0X,

wall of water, the spectators being
thrust down the rolling slopes oy meit
hnhind. For a moment
t
likA a trncedv would be caused
by the trampling of the weaker, but
the marines closed wun rines nem
aeroiis their breasts and tho flood was
innL-or-

checked.

.

(Thojircsldent's address'

In full

page.)

Tell it through tlie classified
INDEPENDENCE DAY
columns of The Journal. ReAT CAMP KEARNY sults are quick and certain.

Pick .put a nice cool place
and do your ironing there.
Can you do that with a sad Iron
and a hot stove?

Don't allow old fashioned methods to dictate to you any more.
Iron In comfort Khe clean, cool,
X
easy way.
Call at our Shop nnd look them alt
over. If you like. If you haven't time
Just phono or drop a postal and we'll
have an Iron out Ihere for next Ironing
day.

GAS &
ALBUQUERQUE
.ELECTRIC COMPANY

;

Camp Kearny, San plego, Calif.,
July 4. Independence day activity
here centered today around a celebration at the detention camp where
6.000 draft recruits, the June quota
from California, are undergoing train-

FREE TO

"AT VOI R SERVICE."

Special of

ing.
Baseball games supplanted drill for
the draft men, with some boxing and
wrestling matches tonight, as nn added feature. The 158th (Arizona)
band furnished music for the
occasion. s ' '

Crisp New Waists

,

Pile Sufferers
lira Try This New
Don't Be CuT-im- tll
Ilnais Turo Tlrnt Anynnr. rnn Dm Without llromfrt ur Iirr of Tim. Simply
PlmRnnt TnMlns Ttthltit
Chrw tin
and Rid Yourself rermsnenUr
of Film,

Let Me Prove

Thit Free

'

My Internal method for the .treatment and
permanent euro of plleR la th correct one.

Thousand! upon thouianrte of cured caaea
teetlfy to this, and I want yoa to try this
method at my expenne.
Ni matter whether yoor eaee ia of lone
standing or recent development whetlmr H
la ohronle or acute whether It la occasional
or permanent you should eend,for this tree
trial treatment.
No matter where you live no' matter
"
If you ere
Man" Is Murdered.
.what your aire or occupation
Atlantic City, N. i J.. July 4. The troubled with pllr. my method ' will relieve
man clubbed to death With a baseball you promptly.
I especial1? want to send it to those apbat In a fight last Friday night in an parently
cases, where all forma of
automobile was today identified as ointment,hopetesii
salves, and ether local appli8. dish Thomas. According to authorcations have fulled, ities he was known to the, police in
I want you to realise that my method of
tnfalilble treattreating piles la the one
every large city. Thomas is Inalleged ment-.
'
New '
to have murdered five men
of
treatment la too
offer
free
This
liberal
In
York and to have been Implicated
single day.
Important for you to neglect
; ,t other murders!
',
Write now; Snd no money. Simply majl
the coupon but do this now TpDAY.
'
BrasIicr-WhitA-

)
Wedding.
Santa Fe, July 4. At the cathedral
of St." Francis yesterday Thoma4 J.
White, a local business man, married
Miss Llda Brasher of St. Louis, Vioaf
General Antonio FoSrchegu performMiss Gertrude
ing the ceremony.
Gormtey was bridesmaid and Jack
Collins best man. A wedding breakfast was served at the Jiome of Mr.
and Mrs.' E. P. Davie on East Palace

,

.$598,933.92

,in

GERMAN

estMU'inllv

2,763.60
2.75

.15

Total

FRENCH.

o.,

"

No. 43.

:

Report of tbc Condition of

REGOROS BROKEN

FIRE

OF YANKEE

1

jj--

FORMER COINAGE

.

Today Only
Just the styles that will find fayor with: those in
search of dainty summer blouses that launder easily,
and well. Pretty frills, novel collars and cuffs, Attractive
'
materials carefully fashioned.
'
.

1Q
......... (PI
JJJ.JLt.

Special for, Today
.
only

Free Pile
Remedy
"

E. R. Pane,

.;

l'ase

Bide:., Marshall, Mich.
Please send free trial of your Method
"
to:
y
77H

,

yCTl

rtcw. 2ri.

l

,

313-31- 5

t

7tt Central.

TWEr

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Friday, July 5, 1918.
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Special Price Reductions on Ladies'

Waists

SKIRTS

31

Silk Skirts of Alain and strinorl
satins and taffetas, wide variety of
styles; values to $8.00;
on sale for
LOT

1

$5.95

Plain and Fancy Taffeta Silk
Skirts, values to $11.00;
(ST OK
on sale for ..'
LOT 2

.tPID

Silk Skirts in plain
black and plaids; values to Cf (Cf
1.00; on sale for

Mostly of snowy while voiles and colored striped voiles. All beautifully marie,
some very simple, depending for style
upon fine tucking and hemstitching.
Others are quite ornate, trimmed with

pv,uo

Dressy Creations in Baronet Satin Skirts
in white, black and gray, white crope de

m $14.95

(

Jifces, insertion, embroidery; many have

frills. The materials are lvnllv rom ark- able for the price, the styles intense,
varied andappcalinjc.
Specially priced at ....

$1.39

Extraordinary Values in Ladies

SILK Tailored
SUITS
Taffeta Silk

Georgette Blouses
$4.95

For Warm Weather $1.39

LOT

chine and lancy
values to $19.75; on

A Splendid Assortment of

Bought at a sharp liscount from regular prices
sold on the same basis.
What we get we give. The styles are
beautiful, unusual at this price, and
each and everyone a marvelous value.
Indeed, they duplicate many of the
loveliest styles we've already had, selling from $G.00 to $7.50.
(J,fl
(PtL-These are only

Qr

LOT 1 Cleverly
Suits, in smart belted effects with new
collars and pockets. Colors are Biege,

pearl gray, Copenhagen and Pekin.
Values to $27.50;
f Qff
on sale for
LOT 2 Taffeta Silk Suits of very best
quality and all the exquisite touches of
fine tailoring; colors are navy, gray,
black and Reseda ; values to $35.00 ;
on sale
for

vl0D
,

$23.95

The Golden Rule Dirv Goods :.E.

"WE DO WHAT
WE ADVERTISE"

Afjrytui

II

RED CROSS GETS

FLIPS FROM THE FILLUMS

SURPRISE

at

AUSTRALIANS

y

SI,

1

falls In with Esme Falconer, a young
FOR AUTO
woman, who is searching- for some
papers secreted by the "Firefly." an
aviator who is missing, and who Is tier
relative.
These papers are urgently
desired by several German sides and
here you have the bnsis for one of
the most interesting picture stories It
is possible to conceive.
How Bayne
frustrates tho sides and wins the love
of Esme, as well as the cross of war,
Is admirably mid in scenes that hold Good
Track, Daring Drivers
t
one's breath to the end,
and Perfect Day Make AthMr. Reld was well rast as Bayne,
while Miss Utile gave a most enjoyletic Fiesta Complete Sucable portrayal of Ksme. Charles Ogle
was excellent as the spv and Raymond
cess; Racers Show Speed,
Hatton made the most of the small
but importunt part of the "Firefly."
The picture is well worth one's while,
but because of tho patriotic message
It conveys to Americans in tills great 'V
',
crisis of tho struggle of world democMAIN 'KVKNT.
racy against German military autocracy.
1 lient
3 miles.
. This great Paramount play Is being
1'nlge SiHfilsU'r, driver, Jimmy
Arien.
repeated at the "It" today for the last
Time: 4:12
time, and in connection the "Paramount Plctograph" reel Is also being
llmtson Super-sidriver Jiu'k
O'Connell.
repeated.'
Time: iMn.
AT TIIK PASTIMK.
When William
Farnum pulls off
his cout and rolls up his belligerent
sleeves ulP the barometers In the
Albuquerque h id Its soenrtd taste of
Indicate an Impending real sport and automobile raeing
neighborhood
'
storm.
us tho principal Fourth of
They're not wrong. Big Bill Is Just July celebration, and t'to Kd ''roi-about Ihe stormiest person on the has $1,000 in ns treasury, '.hanks to
screen at present, and his spirited the niitonioti'le dealers of the citv,
fisticuffs aro always a delight to see. which it would not have had otherThis Is only one reason why "The wise.
The day was Ideil for automobile
Heart of a, Lion." Mr. Farniim's latest
William Fox production, will draw big racing with a bright miu and very litcrowds to tho Pastime theater toduy tle wind. Long hnftr-- i 'iie lx.ur v.f the
at Traction
and tomorrow, becauso Farnum Is races the gr.indstAnds
popular in Albuquerque.
park were flllcj and the speedway
fence
lined
with
Is
In "Tho Heart of a Lion," which
paikeo actomolclei'.
founded on Italp Connor's widely read Hundreds slood'nbout tho fence unanovel, "The Doctor," Mr. Farnu.'ii ble to find '.eats in Jim grandstand.
The first race 'on th.i progtain was
plays the role of Barney Kemper, I
slx,
farmer who is disappointed in love that between thi llut'son wupftrCad-illfor-stdriven
of
solace
by Jack 'O'Cdnnall and a
tho great
and seeks the
driven by pert Galium. Hoth curs
There ha meets his brother, who
rind 4iei'ii r Was
had once sinned
against him. He were tournig
for die
meets also a rough forester who Is
beyond the removal
of
to
see that Barthe fenderj ind he win i shield.
doing his level best
The race was. 'lor one heat of three
ney's brother Is put out of the way.
these three miles and was won y-- O'Couno'l. His
The conflict between
time was 4 'minutes nn l T seomls for
tho three mies."vrho Hudson took the
lead at the getaway ani ma'ntaliied
a substantial lead throughout the
race. Both drivers were determined
and neither, held back despite danger
at the sharp turns.
The next race was between the
Paige Speedster and the Ovorjand
.Speedster. Jimmy .Allen handled the
wtieel of the Paige and Joe Jackson
drove the Overland. D. II. Russell
I
rode with Allen, as mechanic. The
Paige took the lead in the first lap
and maintained It throughout the
race. The time for tho winner was 4
minutes and 40 seconds.
Jennings Wills H:rd Hace.
In the
ll
. Ford
race Joe
Jennings was first, making the three
miles in 4 minutes and S seconds. W.
H. Houser .waa second, Hert
Mowyer
was third and L, (i. Hreltmever was
fourth. This race was perhaps' the
mosi popular of the'ent re nroirram
although interest in the main even?
was at wniie heat.
The race between 'the I'alge and
nauson cars, With Allen and O'Con
nell driving, was the event of the af
men, with two women embroiled In its ternoon which had been lookert for
ward to with expectation
complications, makes one of the
by every
oving
pictures bver shown in this racing fan In the city. Hundreds of
city.
dollars had been wageed on the race
In connection. with thje above, ami a silver trophy, a loving cup, was
'Toto," one of tho greatest funmak-erg- , offered by the
National Life Insurance
will appear In 'Cfeopatra."
company for the winner. Before the
race It was announced that this race
would decide al: bets and the cup
wouui go io me winner. Owing to a
previous agreement, ' Allen took - the
ran m tnis race and It was announced
(hat a second race Would immediately T
follow wih O'Cohnell at the
rail.
The twovers lined tip at the 'tape
at
and
the
crack
of
the
starter's
pistol
IS
IN
both leaped away, with the Hudson
slightly m the lead. At the first turn
both drivers used all of their speed
and 'he crowd anxiously watched, expecting evey minute to sen on nr ha
other crg plunge Intb the' fene. No
neridents occurred in the first three
iuim. in ton nun lap, However, Allen
became blinded by the dust and Was
forced
to foll'wthe Inner rail to keen
ry uonNina uumuancnt Lss iw1
'
..
, ,
.
In
... 11,
...ua t ...1
uoing mis
Paris, July .4. France today Is nis car swervea mtoim,a wu
rut
and
turned
aflutter with the tftars and Ktripes almost completely around. n skin.
and American Indcpendcnoo Dav Is ful maneuvering,
I
however, he man.
i
"
being observed as a national fete day. agen to regain control of the oar when
Bcnoois, are closed and business is at thoradiator was Just four Inches frhm
a stand still. Parades, public meetings the Inner rail. The g(xth and last
and various' other kinds of celebra- was without Incident other than lap
the
tions are being held In all the other spoeoy turns ana O'Connell finished
Important cities of the country.
ahead.'
ny ... ,
Parisians 'are taking the holiday
The second raoe scheduled between
naver appeared In more congenial more gaily than any since the begin- Ihe Hudson and Paige was not called.
war.
of
the
as
the
Allen lined up at the tape Tut O'Cbn-nn- ll
roles,
frequent manifestations ning
A procession of troops marched be-- .
of the large audience amply testified.
had left the track and th anDcvereaux Bavno Is a young
tween lines or choering people.- 'Meannouncers called an exhibition 'race
of wealth who goes to the French while, alrplanea overhead performed for a half mile from, a flying start
'
- '
fc'.ont-'a',
an 'ambulance. ; driver. Mo feata.
". "' "
with J', II. Hedge of Roswell, N. M.t

RACES YESTERDAY

six-ie-

Yillers-liretonnex-

8

all-st-

;

'

eusi-alon- g

cap-tillin-

k

;

'

;

y,

h

driving the Cadillac against time.
Hedge drove a pretty race and showed
himself on a par with the other racers
In manipulating the curves. His time
was, 40 seconds.
The last official race was a handicap between the winnera of the various events. Jennings was given first
mark at the tape; Allen was placed
.lust behind 'him and O'Connell behind Allen. The race Was for a uln-gl- e
heat. Jennings got an
even start and held his Ford racer
to the lead for almost an entire lap
when Allen passed him nt the curve.
O'Connell passed the Ford on the
straightaway. Then it was neck and
neck between the two larger cars
with the Paige maintaining its hand
icap lead.
The last official event was an exhibition drive by Allen against time.
From a flying start lie drove two
laps, the first in 40 seconds and the
second In 38 seconds. Allen said last
niurht this time established a half- mile dirt track record for the state
of New Mexico. The last" lap was the
fastest driven during the races.
Allen suld last night the car he
drove yesterday Is a 1914 model
which formerly was owned as a
touring car by Arthur Ilfeld of Las
Vegas, N. M. Allen purchased the
car and two months ago cut It down
for his own use.
"That car." he said, "has not been
oyt. of commission for one whole day
at a time during the entire, two
years It has been out of the factory."
Boxers Stage Fast Hout.
Iteiiny Cordova, a lightweight boxand
Jack Torres, a welterweight,
er,
d
exhibition bout
boxed a
which is said by "old timers" here
to have been one of the fastest yet
The men
staged In Albuquerque.
were seriously handicapped by a
he
canvass
and
Blipped
poor flng
continually under their feet until it
was removed. Despite this fact the
bout won the hearty approval of the
fans. Cdrdova was unusually ngile
and at times "handled" his heavier
Then
the tide would
opponent.
swing and Torres would drive Cor

'v.J

ii

fit
If?'

free-for-a-

',.,

FISK
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"

Ij'rfctfDYxr.'a akd cleak:::g wosxs L

Kaiser Kxectited. in Effigy.
Cllffside Park, N. J., July .4. The
German emperor was executed
in
effigy here today as a part of the In"Tho
dependence day celebration.
Was taken through the
emperor"
streets, a mock trial held and was
lined up against a wall, and shot by
"
a letachment of soldiers.

"

.

Tliorjie OiitpunthCH Wtilte.
Des Moines, la., July 4. Harvey
Thorpe of Kansas city" outpunched
Charley White of Chlcagj today In
their twelve-roun- d
bout, according to
a niujorlty of the newspaper
reporters
at the ringside.
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TIRES

x

arc madcin the ribbed tread

They are big, sturdy,
frc- f
silieridy, speed; "'mileage,
'
safety and 'comfortv'v r.
beaudful-fcombinin-

g

For Sale by The WfiiteXjartige
'
'(Uiggsr& Little,

'

123

v.a

a

CORD

mous FiskNbn-Skid'tread- .
No matter Which of thefee
tiresydu chbose you cannot
go wrongl"' )" ""..

t"

.

nin

Lewis Outpoints Griffiths. '
Akron, O., July 4. Ted lwls, welterweight champion of the world
.easily outpointed Johnny Griffiths of
Akron In their twenty round match
here today, according to 'newspaper
critics. There , was no f Knockdowns
and the affair was fame "throughout.

familiarlyassociated 'vith
Cord TireS attd in 'the 'fa-

A

..-- vn.

L-v-

.

...

.

1

w

fastest-m-

FRENCH CAPITAL

fathom A3 Parisian V fH

Throughout the entire program
through the grandstand serving soft
drinks and ice cream. They were
well patronized and the refreshment
booth, under direction of Mrs. J. .T.
McLaughlin, was a source of quite a
bit of revenue for the Red Cross. ;
When the automobile dealers decided to 'stage the races It was stlp
ulated that the Ked Cross was to receive the net proceeds of the affair.
Wednesday tloket selling teams work
ed diligently and gave almost their
entire time to the work. .Yesterday
tho dealers, sprung a brand-nesurprise and decided to give the Red
Cross the entire receipts i. and 'to
bear the expenses of the races themselves. The $10 and $5 prizes for the
Ford race were donated and, every
other racer bore his own expenses
and raced merely for the benefit of
the relief organization.
; t,
girls In Red Cross uniforms passed

n

'

OBSERVED

rtilYi-i-

four-roun-

sc

s.

jjap-plne- ss

(Usui iM?Hi?

dova Into his corner, raining blows
about his head. Both men were in
good condition and neither appeared
tired by the bout.
d
A
curtain raiser was
staged between two lightweights.

3

4

)

QUEEN QUALITY
SHOES FOR
WOMEN

13

HfitiTT

tralians, grinning their delight at the
prospects of another good fight. There
wan a flurry of rifle fire from
Ihe
startled enemy, and hostile machine
guns began to chatter viciously as
they poured their stream o' bullet.i
across the dimly lighted No Man's
Tin--: tui: ti:ks
ATTACK out
today.
land toward the on coming bank of
Theater--T- he
'"II"
Fireflv of
smoke, which concealed they j knew
with
Wallace
Held as the
France,"
not what.
a
star,
bin
attraction
proved
yesterThe German artillery began to re
day and is heiii'v repeated today; also
BY
ply but it was without effect.
the "Paramount Pictograph" reel.
The guns of the txnUs begnn to
Crystal ()M'ra Huiise Dark.
The
hurl explosives.
Australians
Ideal Theater-- - Dark today but will
charged on with their Iron friends,
and as they went thi-- found tlie.go- - reopen tomorrow after certain necessary repairs, nlavinu Kittv flnnlnn na
ing easy. The enemy infantry declin hhc
Raid Planned to Coincide With ed
lar in "Vera, tho Medium." fol
to faco those Invulnerable forts
khaki-clalowed
d
by a "Hanpy Hooligan" cartoon
men
the
from the far
and
Independence, Day Results in lands, who fought like demons and reel.
their lives as they would a
I.yric Theater Hert Lytcll appears
Germans Being Completely staked
as the leading character in "The Trail
t'i' pi nee on the green cloth.
Al! along the line Germans began to Yesterday," a
Metro feaDriven From Town. ,
their frenzied: "Kamerad! Kamerad! ture; also a comedy reel.
Pastime
Theater
William
Farnum
R'prcy!"
About
them
their unfortunate will again he seen at this theater, but
rV MORNINO JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE1
comrades were falling In great num- In a different play, entitled "The
With the British Army. ;n France, bers before the fire of the tanks and Heart of a I.lon"; also "Toto" will be
Ihe play of Australian rifles and seen in "Cleopatra."
July 4 (by tho Associated Press).
bayonets.
Complete success crowned the splenAT THF, LYRIC.
did surprise attack made by the Aus(.crmaiw Make No Sbowlm;.
"The Trail to Yesterday," tho
One German battalion commander
tralians at dawn today against the
u
tale of the western
, Hermans between
and nearly all his command were
plain.?
' and the Somme
an attack which had rounded up and sent on their way and ranches which comes to tho Lyric
rear.
the
theater
to
and
Three German divisions
tomorrow, presents
today
been specially set to coincicys with
were opposite the- Australians the the virile young star, liert Lytcll in
day.
his
initial
Metro
Ferles picwhich
had
been
unthirteenth,
just
The enemy was taken entirely
to the sector from the north, ture. To escape unjust punishment
awares and the big framed fighters brought
a
for
crime
of which he is guiltless,
and the seventy-seventfrom Australh. stormed their way the forty-thir- d
Notwithstanding their strength Ned Keegles (played by liert Lytcll)
coals
through the bewildered grey
As
west.
'
time goes on he begoes
'were
to
unable
make
a veritable however, they
with little
opposition
comes known as "Dakotn," the terror
showing.
human tornado whichllcft a wake of any
At only one point did the enemy of the plains. A storm brings "Da- '
UeaLh behind U.
hold the
troops tip and
Hamel village was rushed and taken then only attacking
for a brief time.
In short order. Vairo
and Hamel
.Just north of this, between the
woods, with their nests of crackling Ancre and the Komme, a minor opemachine guns were passed throuen ration was in progress.
Here the
as if the Australians were doing a liritish maV one small attack and
coiiimander
their
for
two raids which ke t the whole Hue
practice charge
und a lino of enemy trendies
boiling. The liritish advanced their
this strongnoid was cleaned out line 4U0 yards nlcng a front of
f
g
and annexed.
twelve hundred, in addition tr
hundred
About fifteen
a considerable number of prisprisoners
oners.
were In the liritish cages 1"k afterThe GVrman, artillery was shelling
noon, while out on the battle field
emer-or'- s
Hamel this afternoon, but nt latest
Ucrnuin
of
numbers
.the
great
had de
"I' ll lay silent unuer the brilliant reports no counter-attacsunshine which could briny thorn no veloped and the Australians were
Consolidating their new positions.
cheer.
Gain Valuable Uitrii Ground.
about
Two Arson NuspocU. Held.
It took tlie assaulting forces
an nour and a half to wrest from tho
Federal
Grange, Tex., July 4.
wide
miles
and
enemy1 territory four
agents held two men In connection
half
a
flro
Hy
with
and
the
a
which destroyed the
deep.
averaging mile
Maritime ' Corporation's
his operation they eliminated a salient Orange
in tho liritish line and gained valuplant near here today. Three nearly
able high ground. The casualties were completed schooners valued at 22b.'
000 each were destroyed. The loss Is
exceedingly light.
Two minutes before that hour tho about $1,1100,000.
J
The origin of the blaze la unknown.
sector
British artillery along the
Two
workmen
who
in
a
from
Shrp
slept
dropped a tremendous barrage
shed were burned to death.
guns of all calibers.
BERT LYTELL.Metro
Kvcn
was
first
warning.
the
This
Leonard Defeats l'.rnzo.
tho great, uncouth tanks, had been
Wildwood, N. J., July 4. Benny kota" and a girl together In a' lonely
gotten into position wihout tho ene- Leonard,
lightweight champion de- cabin.
When ho learns that she is
my being aware of their presence.be- feated
Jack Ilrazzo, of.Hazelton, Pa., tho daughter of tho man who killed
Tho first streaks of town Were
in
was
.here
his
to
what
been
have
today
father, "Dakota" forces a preachginning to light the roiling valley of an
eight round bout, tho referee stop- er, who also sought shelter, to marry
the Somme as tho adventurous Ausin
the
with
the
the
girl to him. Uevenge has taken
corfight
ping
eighth
to
forty
tralians went forward
lay the
of the heart of the outlaw,
nerstone for this Fourth of July mem- seconds to go to savo Brazzo further possession
hut
fate steps in and compels him to
orial. A dense smoke barrage was punishment.
aid
tho
girl for whom he, determined
"
sent swishing out toward the German
to make life miserable.
A spark of
Naval Barrack Destroyed.
lines and through this concealing
Cape May, N J., July 4. Fire of love Is kindled which results in
shroud the tanks began to crawl unknown
for the outlaw and the girl.
origin which started while
swiftly Into action.
Besides tho above Manager Camthe enlisted men were on parada toGrin nt ?roiect8 of Flgli.
eron
also present a good comedy
will
day dtstroyed the naval barracks at
Unbind these and even' riding on
top Howell's Point near here. The loss Is reel.
"
of them were the Irrepressible
Aus estimated at more than $500,000.
AT T1IF, "H."
That "The Firefly of France," starring Wallace. Held and Ann IJttle.
should have scored so heavily on the
premier presentation of that photo
play in this citv nt tho WB" theater
yesterday, is quite understandable.
ist, the picture, because of the
spirit of patriotism which animates It,
is one of tho best seen here in many
weeks, and gdcond. these two stars

HAMEL TAKEN
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North-Fourth-

,

trrieYors)'

Albuquerque.

"

"

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Friday, July 5, 1918.
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Come and See Our Busy

Retreading Kettle

NATIONAL I.EAGl'E.,

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh .
Bos, on

Dau.ss,

Washington Loses Morning
Game to New York but Annexes Second

Contest

Pratt,

ab. n. n. ro.

ss

5
3

3
1

1
1
4

4

0

1

5

0

1

,5
4

0
0

0
0

3

1

U

.

.

5

2b

Pipp. lb
Bodie. If
Marsans, cf
Walters, c
Fhawkey, p

......

2

Totals

.

1

1

0

2
4

7

1

0

(I

1

U

0

0
3

0

0
0

0
0

It

0

tl

lfix34
winning

Oj

.

a

4

.,.33
,

, .

3
3

3

A. K.

1

run

.

zz

0

I

3

(J

(I

II

14

II

0

0

2

0

II

II

(I

II

0

0

2

3

1

0
0
0
0

0

. .

44

7

36 20

10

for Schalk In ninth.
Batted for Danforth in nin'.h.

Detroit
004 000 002 000
7
000 050 001 001
Chicago
e
hits It. Jones,
Summary:
Heilmann. Three-bashit J. Collins.
Stolen bases K. Collins, Weaver,
Cobb, Lcihnld. Sacrifice hits Veach,
fiiKhcri'.
Double plays Weaver to
(I
C.andil; I'!. Collins to Weaver
to
K.
Collins to (ianilil
(iatulil;
to
B. Weaver. Bases on balls Off I
h
0
3,
off Roland 2, of Cicotte
1, off Dauss 1. Hit by pitcher
By
Cunningham (Schulk). Struck out
Danforth
Ci3, by Boland 2. by
By
cte.it!
piieneit i!v Dan.
innings
forth !i, by Boland 8, by Cunningham
e,

11. PO. A.

0

7

tan-fort-

I)
',

'"

0
0
0

3
ft
3 27 14
27
Totals
Batted for Ayers In eighth.
Score by inning:
.....100 000 0337
New York
-

Score Second game:
It If R
li
Detroit . ,
000 019 0001
7
000 110 OOx
0
2 10
Chicago .,
Batteries:
James, Donovan ami
Yclle; Benz and Jacobs.

Boston 11.1; Philadelphia
Philadelphia, July 4. Kopp's sacrifice
0
(HID 000 000
fly after Philadelphia filled the
in the eleventh Inning on n
Two-bas- e
hit Baker. bases
Summary:
on
bast
balls, un error of Judgment
GilHomo run Baker. Stolen bases
by Mclnnis and Truesdale's fumble
hooley, Pratt, Peckinpaugh, Baker, gave the Athletics this afternoon s
Shawkey. game, arter Boston
Foster. Sacrifice hits
had slugged out
Double plays Morgan to lavan to victory in tho morning. Scores:
to
Peckinpaugh to Pipp;
Moi niug.canie
Judge; Plpp
,
H. H. K
Baker to Peckinpaugh t Pipp; Pratt Boston
003 040 040 11 12 5
to Pipp. Bases on balls Off Ayers 2, Philadelphia ..000 131 031
9 15
0
Batteries:
Shawkey 4, Hansen 2. Innings pitched
Molyneaux, Bush
ny and Agnew; Jones,
By Ayers 8. Hit by pitcher
Watson,
Pierson, Gregg
Hanson
(Pratt) . Struck out By and McAvojr,
Afternoon game
y,
R.
Shawkey 2, Ayers 1.
Boston
000 000 010 00 1 7 3
Afternoon game:
Pbila
001
000
000
9
3
Score:
2
I
000 120- -3
atteiics: Mays and Schang; Perry
York
1
8
30x-4
and Perkins.
Washington . .000 001
Batteries: Culdwell and Hannah
Cleveland
St. Louis
Johnson and Picinleh.
Cleveland, O., July 4. Cleveland
went
Into
first
place in the American
Detroit(likligo
'
4.
Chicago won league standing by taking both gomes
July double-headChicago.
from from St. Louis while New York and
both games of the
twelve Boston each lost one. The locals
Detroit, the first game going
scored their winning run in tho tenth
s
ln"rhe8'playing of Ty Cobb was the Inning of the afternoon game on
five
made
Infiold'hit, on which Houck threw
big feature of the day.v He
hits in the first game in six- timess wild to first, Johnson's safe bunt, an
on
intentionul pass to Speaker and Itoth's
up, went from first to third baseVeach
in the single.
sacrifice bunt, played first
second game and skilfully worked the
Morning game:
It. II. K.
Score:
9--

'v,l,.,

,

012

...0(

4--

2-- 8.

Bag-by'-

-

St.

.,..000
.

001 001
002 OOx

2 10
4
0

3

0
Cleveland
..110
Batteries: Wright, Houck anil
Coveleskie and O'Neill.
Afternon game:
It. H. K.
Score:
10 2
There is no more reason to condemn St. Louis ...303 100 010
0
18
all advertised medicines than there. Is Cleveland . .300 000 GOO
to condemn all physicians or all drugDavenport,
Batteries:
Kogers,
gists. Fakes there are '.n every pro- Houck and Severeid; Coombe, Groom,
fession and in every trado, but they
and O'Neill.
do not last long. Take a medicine like Bagby
Lydia K. Pinkharn's Vegotnbln ComI'lmngo ItightH of Crow n.
pound, the true test of Its merit Is the
Amsterdam, July 4. A Bucharest
fact that for forty years It has been
newspapers says
relieving women of America from the dispatch to Dutch
that In the new constitutional luw
worst forms of female ailments conand of Kumania the rights of the crown
irs popularity
stantly trowing now
the
recognised from will lie so changed as to affect allifavor, until it is
ocean to ocean as the standard remedy crown's power of concluding an
ance or In declaring war.
for female ills.

ADVERTISED
MEDICINES WORTHLESS?

ARE

.

Anderson, p
Ogden, p . .
xxWilhoit, .

.

,

B

U

II

i

xliariden,

Two-bas-

13

0

.

Kisktrg, zz
Cieoltt, p .

.,.,.,,.,.,,.
;

0

0
0

1

Score- -

1

2

3

0
0

(13
ft
2

3

0

1

32

2

7 27

r;

08
19

2
0

0

0
0

0
0
0

6

0

a

,44

.4
.4a

0
0

2
2 11
2
3

0

0

0
0
0
0

0

.

3

b

3

.

.

.

1

II

1

0
it

2

4
2

0

S

0
2
0

1

2
4

014

1

.0
.0

.

0

1

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

22

43

.33S

It. If. E.

'2

2002

000

;

(I

1

1

Bums;
Tl. II. E.

CinHiimill

July

4.

Pittsburgh

took two games from Cincinnati.
Morning game:
R. II. E.
Score;
Cincinnati .000 000 000 000 8 o
.000 000 000 01 1 7 0
Butteries: King and Wlngo; Miller,
Sands and Schmidt.
Afternoon game;
It. If. E.
Score:
Pitts-burg-

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

Cincinnati
..100 100 200 4 11 4
0
8
. .023
300
Pittsburgh
Patteries: Eller Began and Allen;
OOx---

Cooper and Schmidt.

r

PACIFIC COAST LEAGUE

I.os Angeles
Vernon
Los Angeles, July 4.
B. II. E.
Score Morning game:
1
4 14
Vernon
0
3 12
- Los Angeles
('keen, Hleger and
0000 Batteries:
Crandall and Lapan.
e
hits Burns,
Summary:
It. II. K.
Score Afternoon game:
Daubert, Vernon
Fletcher. Stolen bases
,t
' r "
Sacrifice
Sheridan.
O'Mara 3, Jturiden,
2
..
Los Angeles
on
Bases
Johnson.
hits McCarty,
Batteries: Quini) and iJevormer;
balls
Marquard 1, off Anderson
Fittery and Lapan. ,
2. Innings pitched
By Smith 7, An- Hit by pitchderson 1
Ogden
Oakland
San Francisco
)ty smith (O'Mara,) by Anderson
Oakland, July 4.
n. H. E.
(Marquard). Wild pitch Smith.
Score:
Afternoon game:
5
8
2
.
,
Oakland
.'.
0
6
Score:
.
7 San Francisco
10
000
200
.010
,
Batteries: Kremer, and Murray;
0
7
New York ..000 001 020
Kantlehner and Brooks.
U. II. E.
Batteries: Coombs and M. 'Wheat;
Afternoon game! " '
1
4
. .. . . . 0
Oakland .
Causey, Ogden, Perrltt and Hariden.
,,
r.
. . i
Sn n Fi-- ncisco
l
O'Doul
Batteries: Martin and Mltze;
St. Louis
Clilcasto
twice
McKee.
.
and
St. Louis, July 4. Chicago
shut out St. Louis. The first game,
Salt
Lake,
which went ten innings, was a pitchSacramento
Salt l,ake. July 4. Scores;
ing duel between Tyler and Ames,
TC. II. E.
Merkle
when
Firat game:
winning
Chicago
1
f
9
doiil leif, took third on Paskert's sac- Sacramento .
1
4 14
i
rifice ondi scored on a single by Deal. Salt Lake
Ten innings.
Score, first game:
j
'
t nii'Ugo. II. PO. A. E. Bntteriest West and Easterly; Du- buo and Dunn.
0
0
4
0
K. H. 1'j.
Second game:
Flack, i t
0
0
11 14
,
Hollocher, ss . . . 3 00
0 Salt Lake
2
0
5
4
0
Mann, If
1
2
4
Gardner and Easterly;
Batteries:
Merkls, lb
0
0
3
0
.
McCabe and Konnlck.
Paskert, et .
0
4
"
. .
Deal. 3 b
AD WESTern
0
0
0
4
At Hutchinson
McCnbe, 2b
Joplln
0
0
0
2
0
3
Killifcr, c
0
0
0
2
Tyler, p
0

.35 0 10 27 11
x Batted fr Smith (n seventh,
xx Patted for Ogden In ninth.
tScoro by innings:
u
Brooklyn ;
000 000
New York

3--

1;

Two-bas-

1

3.

2-- 0

5-- 1;

.

14

03
0--

1;

AT A

5-T-

FROM

.

15
1210
18
19
112
14
14

1

Tdtals

31

5 30 12

1

St. Ixmis.
.

Heathcole, cf
Fisher, 2 b
Orimm. lb
llornsbv. ss . .

. . . .

Paulette, rf

Baird, 3b
McHonry, If
Gonzales, c
Ames, v
zBetzel

.

......

Tnlol.

0
1

0

5
0
0

0

0
0

30 21

1

1

1

16

3

,0

4
4
4
4
3
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

33

5

0
0
0

0
3
1
6
0

0
3

0
0
0

5
3
2
3

1

4

1

0
0
0

18
10
2

ings of Diamond,
MORNINO

'

-

JOURNAL RRrCIAL LEASED WIRE

London, July 4. King George saw
the American army defeated in a hard
fought baseball game today. The opponent of the army team was one
the American navy,
picked from
which won by a scoro of 2 to 1.
Few sporting' events since the war
began have aroused so much Interest
and discussion- in London as today's
game. Certainly not since the exciting days of the first weeks of the
war has London seen such a wave of
enthusiasm as tyday.
independence
day was on everybody's bps; people
talked about it in tho streets cars,
busses and subways.
The newspapers were full of it, news from the
lighting fronts took second places. All
talk was of the Americans and thoit
baseball game.
For several days the newspapers
had been explaining and the people
over
of London have been peering
its mystery and trying to finJ in 't
some parallel to cricket. Many persons carried clippings and dawings of
a diamond.
Although American khaki and navy
blue ha
long been common sigiits
on the streets of London, grbups of
BOldiers and sailors on their way to
Outthe game were heartily cheered. foot-bull
side the entrance to the Chelsea
grounds, where the game was
the streets
played, the people lined crowded
tho
for several blocks and
a
windows in their homes, as during
'
world's series in America.
box
his
I'pon the king's arrival in
he stood at the rail, while the American military band played "God Save
by "Tho Star
the King," followed
Spangled Banner."
the game
George followed
King
... A.
- to- Ad- -.
lua Vin turned
t Kq v.."
ClOHt'l.V.
and
Biddle
General
miral Sims and
be
expressed the hope that he might
able to see many more games before
.
the summer was over.
It had been planned to have the
king throw out the first ball, but this
was abandoned because of the netting
in front of the royal box, so the king
brought the bull out on the field and
handed it to the umpire. One of the
balls used was autographed by the
king and mailed to President Wilson.
The ushers were girls employed in
munitions factories who wore their
......kiiiL'
uniforms which included
brown overalls. One of the features
of the day was a formation or seven
sausage balloons stationed on picket
field. Their occupants
duty over the
view of the game
had a birds'-ey- e
from an altitude of 2,000 feet, and a
British dirigible flying the British
and American flags hovered over the
scene.

.

DE PALMA VICTOR IN
LIBERTY HANDICAPS
" HORNINa JOURNAL

100-ml-

two-mil-

Jolumbus

At Louisville

Batted for Ames in tenth.
Score by Innings:
WESTERN LEAGUE
000 000 000
Chicago
000 000 000
St. Louis
o
hit oieraio.
Summary:
s
At Sioux
Moines
game
Stolen base Paskert. Sacrifice hits
Double postponed; rain.
Grimm.
Paskert,
to
Oonzales;
1
St.
At
to
Grimm
Omaha
Baird
Joseph
plays
At Wichita
Oklahoma City
Fisher to Hornsliv to Urimm. Bases1.
7 ; ;'
on balls Off Tyler 3, Off Ames
3
2.
Ames
Struck out By Tyler
R. H. L. SAYS IT ACTICD UKB A GIIATtf.
Score Second game:
000 100 0001
Coughs, colds, sore throat or bronChicago
000 000 000 0 chial troubles which persist at this
Ht, Luls
time of the year usually are of an
Batteries: .Hendrix and Killifer;
,.,ff- character. That Is all the more
Doak and Gonzales.
reason why a truly reliable rented)
Boston
like Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
Philadelphia,
Philadelphia should be used. Mrs. Margaret Smale,
Boston,
July 4.
on
third
hold
place Bishop, Calif., writes: "Foley'e Honey
strengthened its
bv defeating Boston in both games. and Tnr Is a grand remedy; more than
..'....;..
Lt,i ntt i i. smith's shin Is claimed for it. I was suffering from
in the seventh scored the winning run a cold last week and used the medl.
He tripled in me Ine and It acted like a charm." Con-taiIn the morning.
no opiates. Sold everywhere.
iwelfthin the ufternoon and scored

JACK DEMPSEY

11
00

Clty-De-

--

f

KJO.

BOB DEVERE IN JOPLIN

z

Two-bas-

IPtCIAk LEASED WIRE)

1ST

...C.AL
Mo.. July 4.

MORNINC JOURNAL

WrRl

LEASED

Jack Demp-se- y
Joplln.
knocked out Bob Devere here this
In
afternoon
the first round of a
scheduled
fight. Devere
apparently was not Jn good condition,
while Dempsey was hard and fit.
A short left hook, landed as the
men separated from a clinch, put
Devere down for the count. The fight
The
lasted less than two minutes.
Miien are heavyweights.
Dempsey and
for
his manager left tonight
Atlanta,
Ga
whore Dempsey meets "Porky"
Flynn Saturday night.
-

Orcb Beats Molia.
Bock Island. III., July 4. Harry
Greb of Pittsburgh won a newspaper
decision over Bob Moha of Milwaukee
In a
bout here today. Jim- mle Harris of Denver and Stanley
Everett of Peoria fought eight rounds
to a draw.

fgam

ten-rou-

COMPANY

DUKE CITY

yesterday
noon. jFhe city players took the lead
in the fourth inning by chalking up
two runs.
It looked like a blank
score for Estancla until the ninth InCleaners-Hatte- rs
ning when with two down, Karstit-te- r
singled and was sent home on
Phone 44.
tho only three-bagg- 220 West Gold.
Sprtiill's
i J the game.
Tracy who was playing right field
for the Estancla nine, relieved S.
Milburn at the mound in the sixth
inning but was unable to stem the
gradual batting tide of the Sluggers, E
once started.
of the game follows:
The line-uWe are In a position to give
Sluggers Garcia, second base; M.
more value for the nionev than
Chaves, catcher; Salazar, first base;
shtirt-stoM. Chavez, center field; Ross,
any other ItllLBLNG I I KM hi
D. Chaves, left field; Burns,
HUB VHrllULJF.
third base; Cordova, right Held;
Office With
pitcher.
Kstunciu Welch, shortstop; MulLumlen, left Held; Swartz, center field;
second
Campbell, catcher: Karstltter,
base; B. Milhourn, third base; Spru-11PHONE 877
first base: Tracy, right Held and
pitcher: S. Milhourn, pitcher; Strong,
right field.
Score by innings:
It. II. E.
000 210 02x 5 2 3
Sluggers
f
-

Speedway. Cincinnati, O.. July 4.
Balph Da Palma won the
Liberty handicap automobile race at
the Shnronville speedway here today
by finishing almost a full lap of the
o
course ahead of Tom Milton.
Tho latter had only a small margin
over Ralph Mulford, while
Barney
Oldfield was a half mile behind but
landed In fourth place.
De Palma drove a consistent race
and was favored by not having to stop
during tho run. He took the lead at
mile and was never
the thirty-fift- h
headed. Denny Hickey after repeated
trouble came in fifth and Louis Chevrolet, who was favorite, was forced to
ASSOCIATION the
AMERICAN.
pits three times with tire trouble,
but finished sixth.
Darlo Kesta was forced out of it on
American association.
tho thrtleth lap, while Arthur Duryea,
1.
At St. Paul 5;
Minneapolis
Milton McBride and Joe Boyer went
mark was
out before tho
(Morning).
Kansas City reached.
At Milwaukee
was 57 minutes
De Palma's time
.
seconds.
At Toledo
Indianapolis
At Minneapolis 1, St. Paul 2. (Af-

ternoon).

In
Rctal! Dealers
SALT - MliATS
a Specialty
Iloge the Ruling
Are l'ald

LUMBER

VISITORS

Traction

Londoners Carry Draw-

1;

2;

II. PO. A. E.

For
Market Prices

Picked Navy Team ' Defeats theSuperior fielding and ahitting gave
vicHighland Sluggers
the Estancla nine at the
American Army Team 2 to tory over diamond
after-

1;

.

and

AND
Ss usage
Cuttle and

VICTORY

Ol

COMPANY

FARR

Paints, Oils, Class, Maltl.old llooftotf
ami Building Paper.
J. C. BALDRIDGE LUMBER

V

TPngiK'.

Morning game:

Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh,

,501000
3
4

.........'.'8

ltliSU

.

10

3

.4 72
.41 2

Philadelphia 200 000 000 001 3 73 ft
3
Boston ...'..001 000 010 0002
Batteries: Oeschger and Adams,
Hums; Bagan and Wilson.

0

1

38
40

34

?.

..... 3434

Philadelphia ..000

500
J

0

3.'.

.54 x
.534
,4!l3

.1.1

II

c n

'.'573!

32

Boston
000 010 (100
BaUerles: Prendergast and
Nehf and Wilson.
Score Afternoon' gnm:

U

4
4

.

.'

r.

9it

WM.

Wholesale

Pet.

I..

W.
38

Konetchy threw poorly to ho
plate after catching Oeschg; r's foul
fly. Boston dropped to fifth place as
a result of the double defeat.

New York.
AH. li. It. PO. A. F

Burns, rf
Young, if .
Fletcher, ss .
Thorpe, If . .
Zimmerman,
Holke lb
McCarty, c .
Sicking, 2b .
Smith, p ...

(Jaridil, lb . . .
L Collins, cf .
Weaver, ss .
McMullin, 3b
Schalk, c
Wilson, v. ...
Jacobs, c . . .

Slaiiforlh,

1

4

3

. .

ti

.

3

'

THE

SLUGGERS TAKE

BASEBALL GAME

when

1

,43

Tuwls

AB. it. H. PO. A. K.

Totals

11

lb

Wheat, If
Hickman, cf
O'Mara, 3b
Sheridan, 2b
Miller, c .. . .
Mara, itt rd, P

0

15

Panbert,

Z.

(lib. ago.

z -- Han

.".tl

Washington.
AB. it.
Rhotton, If
Poster, 3b .
b .
Judge,
Milan, cf .
Schulte, rf
Lavan, m .
Morgan, 2b
Ptoinlch, c
Ayers, p . . .
zShanks, .
Hansen, p r

when

0

2

1

6

4(i

1

0

Lei hold. If
K. Collins, 2h

journal special leaseu
Washington, July 4. After losing
the morning game Washington evened up in the holiday doublehcnri)ci
with New York by taking the second. Sere:
New York.
Peckinpaugh,
Baker, 3b

p

To'.als
i me
x
scored.
Murphy, rf

lay MnaxiNa

Gilhooley, rf

1

. .

1

in

Afternoon,

.2

..l!M
.3X8

American Ix'tiiic.

10

0
0
0

39
41

Boston at Philadelphia.
Now York at,' Washington.

In

1

"p

.

National

Inningr,.

.",

4
5

.477
.450
.431

New York at Pittsburgh.
Chicago at St. I.ouis.

'

1

Harper, if

34
37
37

SPECTATOR

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY

iw mormkc Journal Special leased wpe
New York, July 4. Brooklyn split
even in its four game series with New
York by winning this afternoon in ten

Corner Central Avenue and Fifth Street.

Young, 2b
Stallage, e
Poland, 4
Cunningham,

3 1

...20

.

-

Coombs pitched a remarkable game
spite of wretched support, Brooklyn
making seven errors. Wild throwing
by Mack Wheat let In the three runs
scored by New York.
Coombs won his own game In the
ancient hidden bull trick on Pen?.. teriii when ho opened with u triple,
Scores, firm game:
his third hit and scored the winning
IjJ.ii it.
run on Johnson's Blngle, Brooklyn won
Alt. P.. II. PO. A. K. tile morning game. Score:
u
3
ti
Bush, bs
Morning game:
r,
0
2
3
0
'I
It. .lone. 31,
B
5
(I
Brooklyn.
0
2
5
Cobb, if
5
4
0
AB. It. II. PO. A. K.
0
r
Veach, If
tl
0 Johnson rf .
4
3 17
5
l
0
0
0
Hcilmann, lb
II
0
0 Olson, km . . .
0
0
0
0
tl
0
0
Spencer, lb

y GAMES
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The actual cost of tho
congress held here last week
was $1,800 and thn total number of
meals served to delegates was 6,360,
according to figures compiled by Ma.!.
J. H. Toulouse, field secretary of the
state food administration, who was in
charge of the congress. The report
shows a dally average of 1,060 meals
served at nn average cost of .14 Ms
cents per delegate.
A total of 320
visiting delegates
were registered during the congress
and tho actual cost per delegate per
day was 5614 cents.
The amount of flour permitted for
the G,30 meals was 424 pounds. Of
seventy-fiv- e
this allotment
only
The
poun,ds actually was used.
of
amount
sugar permitted was 212
weVe
200
and
only
pounds
pounds
Mother-Daught-

,

us'-d-

er

By Getting

7

.

During the week 360 pounds of
beef, forty pounds of pork, 100 pounds
of fish, 1,000 pounds of potatoes, 200
pounds of sugar and seventy-fiv- e
pounds of flour constituted the foodstuffs used to provide the many delegates with the substantial meals they
were served.
Food supplies
bought came to
$582.83. The donated food supplies
were valued at $108 and consisted
largely of meat. Other supplies
were valued at $42. 50. Kitchen
heln was paid to the amount of $207.
remarkable
This report Indicates
frugality and economy. The average
cost per meal is said by food experts
to be far less than the average eating
place could produce the meals and
every item Is well within the food allowances as Issued by Herbert Hoover.
No delegate complained of insufficient
or poorly cooked food; on the other
hand many were the compliments
voiced on the dining service of the
congress and- tho efficiency of .those
'
concerned.
(
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A!
troubled

ITLS
Are you
wth rheumatism,
kidney or bladder ef fcctlons? Any such
symptoms as swollen muscles or joints
backache headache, dizziness, nerv-irousness, played-ou- t
feeling, urinary
regularity, pufflness under the eyes?
You need Foley Kidney Pills. Mrs
Frank P. Wood. R. F. D. 2. Morrill,
Maine, writes: "I found relief as soon
as I began taking Foley Kidney Pills.
My husband also received much benefit from them. He was so lame he
could not stoop over; now be feels no
sain." So'd overvwhero.
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Choice old Alfalfa.
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KIDNEY

W.S.S
For Gold and Silver
A

A remedy
Ftinlcse,
!

for infections
tract.

urintry

willool stricture

PRICE $1.20 8oM By Druggists
Treatise iU eecb bottle at mailed ou rtAjuun,
THE EVANS CHEMICAL CO. CINCINNATI,

Opportunity

War Savings
and

Thrift Stamps

Wight green

o( tl

Wonderful

To Let Uncle Sam Win
The War And At The Same
Time Get Rid Of Odds
And Ends Of Old
Silver And Gold Which
You Can Exchange For

Mrs. C. A. Wright of

the

Wright Trading Post 4th
and Gold has been placed in
charge of this by the War
Savings Committee and will
return to you the full value
of the articles in stamps.

0.

LUMBER

Glass, Paint

Cement, Plaster
Lumber Company
Albuquerque
49 NORTH FIRST STREET
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Semiannual Clearance bale

On Summer Oxfords.Men9 sand Boys ' Clothing, Shirts
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Albuquerque" Morning 'Journalj Friday, July
.separately, secrctlly and of Its single
i""
cnoicc, uisiuiu ine pence ul
world: or, if it cannot be presently
destroyed, at the least its reduction
to virtual impotence.
"2 The settlement of every question, whether of territory, of sover-or
eignty, of economic arrangement,
of political relationship, upon the basis of tho free acceptance of that settlement by ;he people Immediately
concerned, and not upon the basis of
the material interest or advantage of
any other nation or people which may
desires a definite set. lenient for the
sake of its own exterior influence or
of
Tomb
;
Chief Magistrate of Nation, Standing Before the
mastery.
"3 The consent of all nations to he
Historic
Delivers
Mount
towards
in
Historic
their
conduct
Vernon,
at
governed
Washington
of
each other
the same
Half-wa- y
Decision of the honor and ofby respect for principles
the common
Independence Day Address; No
d
law of civilizf
society that govern
War Is Conceivable; Settlement Must Be Final; What We the individual citizens of all modern
relations 'with one antheir
in
states
Seek Is the Reign of Law, Based Upon the Consent of the other; to the endthat all promises and
covenants may be
observed,
Governed and Sustained by the Organized Opinion of no private plots sacredly
or conspiracies
no
selfish
injuries wrought
hatched,
Mankind.
with impunity, and a mutual trust established upon the handsome foundation of a mutual respect for right.
(By Morning Journal Special Leased Wire)
"4 The establishment of an organor to the roreRnaa-ow- s ization of peuce which shall make it
Washington. July 4. President Von Kuehlmann;
of a renewed German peace of- certain that the combined power of
Wilson today answered, all feelers for
the free nations will chock every invasion
a compromise peace, with a new and fensive, or whether he merely took
of Amerof right and serve to make peace and,
unqualified consecration of America occasion of the celebration
to the struggle for cleaning military ican Independence to emphasize to Justice he more secure by affording
ln- - the world the war aims of the nation a definite tribunal of
an
At
earth.
the
from
opinion to which
autocracy
the gen- can only be divined. He did not deal all must submit and by which every
dependence Day gathering onhome
and with the progress of the war or any International readjustment that can
tle slopes of Mount Vernon,
not be amicably agreed upon by the
tomh of George (Washington, ami, particular phase of it, but he spoke
surrounded by scenes which looked eloquently of America's attitude to- peoples directly concerned shall he
peaco
sanctioned.
the
ward Germany's
upon the creation of this nation,
the
We See (lie Reign of ijiw.
grouping unpresident addressed a small gathering treaties In the east by
"These great objects can be put into
the
of
of
and
officials
of
people of Russia "for the moment
diplomats
allied nations.
organized and helpless" among the a single, sentence. What we seek is the
upon the consent
But he spoke to the world and he peoples of the world standing against reign of law, based
of the governed and sustained by the
Bpoke the logical sequel to his "force the enemies of liberty.
of
Issue.
mankind.
One
Bo
organized opinion
but
There Can
without stint or limit" declaration of
"These
great ends cannot be
"The past and the present are In
several weeks ago. the achieved
and seeking to
Unreservedly, the president .de- deadly grapple and the peoples of be- reconcile byanddebating
accommodate
what
clared that there could be no thought world are being dono to death
statesmen
Wilson.
may wish, with their proof a peace which did not mean the tween Vhein," said President The.
nabalances
setof
of
for
and
power
jects
destruction of military auocracy or "There can be hut one issue.
There can tional opportunity. They can be realtlement must be final. half-waits reduction to virtual impetence.
ized only by the determination
of
dey
"A reign law, based on the consent he no compromise. No
what the thinking peoples of the world
halfof the governed and sustained by the cision would be tolerable. No These desire, with
their
longing hope for
Is conceivable.
organized opinion of mankind," was way decision for which the associ- Justice and for social freedom
and
are the ends
the way he summarized in a single
opportunity."
are
fightworld
t'.ie
in
of
ated
of
peoples
humanity
Sentence the objects
The president's speech In full was
ing and which must he. concedes
as follows:
the world war.
there can be peace:
"Gentlemen
Whether the president was address- them before
of the Diplomatic Corps
o
destruction of every
and My Follow Citizens:
ing hi remarks directly to the recent
can
that
"1 am happy to draw apart with
speech of German foreign, secretary arbitrary power anywhere
you to this quiet place of old counsel
in order to speak a little of the meaning of this day of our nation's Inde-

FIVE

5, 1918.

Compromise Peace
With Germany Is
Impossible Says
President Wilson

"
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Read the Announcements of Calif ornia's Famous Hotels
Health, Beach and Mountain Resorts and Solve "That Outing Problem." Literature and Full Infor- mation by Writing Direct, or at
FREE INFORMATION BUREAU AT OFFICE OF THE MORNING JOURNAL
Wif Kin Eslry Reach of hfetythty
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pendence. The place seems very still
and remote. Ii is as serene and untouched by the hurry of the wojld as
It was In those Mreiit ilays long ago
when General Washington was here
and held leisurely conference with the
men who were
associated with
him In the. creation of a nation. From
thesq gentle slopes they, looked out
upon the whorld and saw II whole,
saw it with the light of the future
upon it, saw It with modern eyes that
turned away from a past which men
of liberated spirits could no longer
endure.
"It Is for that reason that we cannot feel, even here, in the Immediate
presence of this sacred tomb, that this
Is a place of death.
It was a place of
A great promise that
achievement.
was meant for all mankind was hero
given plan and reality. The associations by which we are hero surrounded are the inspiriting associations of
that noble death which Is only a glorFrom this green
ious consummation.
hillside we also ought to be able to
see with
comprehending eyes the
world that lies about us and should
conceive anew the purposes that must
set men free.
Washington Acted for a People,
"It is significant significant of
their own character and purposes and
of the influences they were settle?
afoot that Washington and his associates, like the barons at Uunnymcde
spoke and acted, not for a class but a
neou e, It has been left for us to seo
to It that It shall be understood that
they spoke and acted not for a s'ngle
people only, but for all mankind. They
were thinking, not of themselves and
of the materials interests which cen
tered In the little groups or lananoia-er- s
and merchants and men of affairs
with whom they were accustomed to
act, In Virginia and the colonies to
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The dry.
o..ne of the ocean keeps t lie flty of l,on lleach In nn Invigorating
tule of aimonphere which l uneuualed In tonle hwUlhrulncsB. li s the Ideal resort for
the family, 2D miles from l,os Anitelns hy lei trie ears or auto, 8 boulevards. Kolders on
V.
HecreiUluMH, lt..mes. Industries upon request. I,.
Ilullurd, Secretary, Chumber of
Comnieree, Long lleach, California.
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FREE AUTO BUS FROM DEPOT
TO

Oil SKASON I,KT

tn nd Cnnecrl, Surf Billhliilf. IMiiiiko
atltliiK, ri.shinit,
Tcmils, (;ilf, Dancing, llowlins, Motoring.

all
Ft RE
with private bathe. Conducted ou both the
American
and
European
plan.
Hotel ('lurk It situated In the heart of th
city, near beautiful Ceutrul Park. Cara to
Ueaches, Mountains, etc.. frorn Hill street Station dlreetly opposite hotel. Kuropesn plan
Tariff from M per day. New Mexico putronars
solicited. Illustrated folder upon request.
"Visit the Grill." V. M. Dlmmlck. Leasee
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ANGELES

OKUAUWAT T SEVENTH
The center of shopping, butinees end theatrical district: Convenient to all oar linet.
300 outside rooms with private bath. European plan. Rates ) 1. 50 and up. Dining
room service refined and excellent, free
Una from Depote. Folder upon request,
WILLIAM R. FLOOD, Manager.
J.
LANKER5HIM, Owner.
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You waste time when you clean, dust and
polish floors and woodwork the old way.

That

is

three operations.

one
Polish Mop you do these three thine
than
floors
and
are
prettier
addition,
cleaner, brighter
your
time.
As you save work, you save time and money.
ever before.
-

With the

ar

In

Polish Mop has solved the servant
In many homes the
for itself in the saving of brooms alone.
it
In
others
pays
problem.
O-Cc-

v

Collects all the dust and dirt from everywhere and at
the wme time gives a high, durable lustre.
; Polish
Ask your dealer for the new Battltthip Mdd
wort
the
with
not
delighted
art
Mop. : Your money refunded jf you
O-Ce-
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the' north and south of here but of a

people which wished to be done with
classes and special interests, and the
authority of men whom they had not
themselves chosen to rule over them.
They entertained no private purpose,
desired no peculiar privilege.
They
were consciously planning that men
of every class should be free . and
America a place to which men out of
every nation might resort who wished
to shareNvith them the rights and
nrlvlleires of free men. And we take
our cue from them do we notT We
Intend what they Intended. We here
In America believe our participation
In this present war to be only the
Our
fruitage of what "they ulanted.In this,
thalrs only
rise differs from
Inestimable
prlsilego to
that It Is our
consort with men out of every nation
vtinr ahull make) not only the liberties
of America secure but the liberties of
vrv other neopie as wen. we are
h.nnv in the thought that we are per
mitted to do what they would have
Ant,c, hnrt
thev been In our place.
There must now be settled once for
all what was settiea tor America in
upon whose inspiration
the great
draw today. This Is sorely a fit
ting place from which calmly to look
may for-til- y
out upon our task, that
our mpirlts lor it tvccontplUhment.
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NOW tar
Tat itmnt af THIS AOS It maehaeletl iklll. PERFECT YOURSE
Laars Tractlonnrlns. Autoissslllsi, Re- (hat BIO PAY whlth desund makn pnilble.
slrlsl. llsltleR.
Wtldlnf. Vulcisillsi, MiehlsM Trtdt la
Aoetylasa
Eitab- wintrs Minsnea-uissn, Laretat snd Most Rtllab'e Msessnleat Trade acnooi.
llthed IKS. Ovir S.0UO ersdutttt. Writs today lor 616
CATALOG, whlah stay
nesn siuos it yes, haiiunal auiumuuvs suhuul, ruusroa at stn, Let
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LOfllCAI. N. M. IIKAmil'ARTERS
A class "A" fireproof structure, tu all
ontalde rooms, each with private bath.
On a direct rir line to alt points of
Interest and eVttnin walking distance
Home-likof shops and
theaters.
with a personality distinctively its
own, 'I'arlr;, Eur. plan, Yi to 14 per
day. Amer. plun, Id per day up. Fireproof garage nearhy.
siimiaement of Olaidluh Rich

the nations from which they sprang
7
and all .the world.
"To this shrine of the American
Mr. Ktreychmans, "to
people," said
tho mortal remains of the man who,
more than any other, gave tho American Ideal life and form, wo have
oomo today, bearing our humble tribute as citizens of the great republic.
You yourself, Mr. President, have acceded to our request that this Independence day be designated as a festival of loyalty on the part of our
forelgtvborn i citizens and of their
sons and daughters. It is ftr me, representing this committee of pilgrims,
to tell you what It means to us.
"Ono hundred and forty-tw- o
years
ago today a group of men animated
as
of
same
that
the
with the
spirit
man who lives here, founded the
on the
United Htates of America
theory of free government with tha
consent of the governed.
That wan
As the
the beginning of America.
years went on, as one century blended
with another, men and w,omen came
from even the uttermost ends of the
(Continued on Page Seven.)

clothed wl;h the strange trappings
and the primitlvo authority of an ago
that is altogether alien and hostile to
our men. The past and the present
are In deadly grapple and the peoples
of the word are being done to death
between them.
clplca with a peculiar kindness. Here
"There can be but one Issue. The were started forces which the great
settlement must be final. There can nation
against which they were pridebe no compromise.
No half-wa- y
' ' A
'
"!
cision would be tolerable. No half- marily directed at first regarded as a
way decision Is conceivable. These ure rovolt against its rightful authority
the ends for which the associated but which it has long since seen to
peoples of the world are fhting and huve been a step in the liberation of
which must be conceded them before its own people as well as of the peothere can be peace.
ple of the Ignited States, nnd I now
"Tho destruction of every arbitrary s.and here to si&ak speak proudly,
hope of the
power anywhere that can separately, and with confident
secretly, and of Hs single choice dis- spread of this revolt, this liberation,
turb the peaco of the world: or. If It to the great stnuo of the world Itself.
cannot be presently ties' royed, at the The blinded rulers of Prussia have
least its reduction to virtual Impo- aroused forces they knew little of
tence.
forces which, once roused, can never
be crushed to earth again; for they
ITople Sins1. Have a Voice).
"II The settlement of every ques- have at their heart an inspiration and
a purpose which are deathless and of
tion, whether of territory, of sover.FAYWOOD HOT SPRINGS
eignty, of economic arrangement or of the very stuff of triumph."
basis
the
political relationship, upon
For Rheumatism, Stomach Trouof the free acceptance of that settle IsKIeftlAV BY 1MUTH MAKF.8
ble!, Kidney Ailments, Inflamma
ment by the people Immediately contions, Arterial Hardening, Loco1U;iI,Y FOR FOREIGN'-IJOncerned, and not upon the basic mamotor Ataxia, Nervous Breaking,
terial Interest or advantage of uny "naetc. Perfect Treatment, Perfect
Washington, July 4. Speaking for
tion or people which may desire a dif- American citizens of thirty-thre- e
Climate. Health. Pleasure, Lstrge
ferent settlement for the sake of Its
In response to President
Round
Modern Hotel. Booklet.
own superior Influence or mastery.
Wilson's Fourth of July address at trip to Faywood from Albuquerque)
"Ill The consent of all nations to Mount Vernon today, Felix J. Btreyck-man- s
1S.70.
be governed In their cone net towards
birth,
of Chicago, of Belgian
T. C. McDERMOTT
each other by tho same principles of pledged the nation's foreign born to
nonor anti or respect for the common persevere In the struggle for liberty
FATWOOD, II. M.
law of civilized society that govern the until freedom Is secured for America,
individual citizens of aU modern
sintes in tneir relations wifh one another! to the end that all promises'
and covenants may be secretly obI
served, no private plots or conspiracies hatched, no selfish
Injuries
wrought with Impunity, and a mutual
trust established upon tho handsome
And this Is the appropriate place from foundation
of a mutual respect for
ahiph to avow.;alike to tho friends right.
,Vi
inok on and to the friends with
"IV The. establishment of an orwhom we have the nappiness 10 tw ganization of
which shall make
nuandiitetl in action, the faith ana it certain thatpeace
the' combined publle
purpos with wnicn we act
of. free nations will check every InvaOur l oiiceinmii oi iim? no iiftt,""
sion of right and ssrve to make peace
"ThiH. then, is our conception of the and Justice the more secure
l.
are
we
In
which
xtniKgle
a definite trbunal of
great
The plot is written plain upon to which all must submit and hvopinion
which
suof
the
act
und
scene
every
every
every International readjustment that
stand
one
hand
the
On
preme trnsedy.
cannot be amicably u greed upon by
the peoples of the world not only the the peoplos directly concerned shall
many te sanctioned.
peoples iicttially engaged, butmastery
others also who suffer under
.great objects can bo out intn
.m vw-races a "Thesesentence.
assaBjetaBattsasataHHI
rmrr
but can not act; peoples of many
i
What we seek is the
single
world-th- e
of
tho
in
every
and
parf
reign of law based upon the consent
people of stricken Russia still, among
ot ine governed and sustained
the test, though they are for the mo- organized opinion or mankind. by the
ment unorganised and helpless. OpForces Thoroughly Aroused.
arposed to them,', masters of many
'inese great ends cannot .be
friendless
ah
stand
isolated,
mies,
acnieved Dy debating and seeking to
It asuauy ttopt Itctilog and
I your doctor laid to use Resinol for that
group of governments who speak no reconcile
and accommodate
what
burning at once, suites' sleep
common purpose, but only selfish am- statesmen may wish,
a
second
it
without
try
you'd
possible, and quickly clears
with their pro
bitions oi their own by which none
ot ihtfeasighthr
ror naiances of power and of na.
Well, many doctors throughout the away all trace
thought!
jects
whose
and
themselves
but
can profit
eruption. Kesinol Soap also
tlonal opportunity, They can ba real
are prescribing ft to heal sick skins, contains
country
the Keaiiiol stedice-twgovare
in
nnnns;
tnetr
tun
peoples
Ized only by the determination
of
and have been doing so for years,
snaking it caxellcut 'of
ernments which feftrUhelr people and what
sfchis.
the thinking peoples of the
So why nut take the combined advice of all , tender,
thtslis sovereign
yet are for
tat sale by all drvr1 ails.
world desire with
longing hope
these wise medical men and Jet Resinol
tree. Write
lords, making every cnoice tot mem for Justice and for theln
Samples
soclat freedom and
nH .iiuiiimlnrtr of their lWes and for
U.S. Kesiuol, Baltistore. lep,
Mi.
Ointment make your.Ma well ?
v v
'
,(
tunes as they will, as well as the lives opportunity
iiilmnsi.hiiniuin
iiiiiii.l.ioit
"I"
"
this
of
that
can
the
air
fancy
S"I . ml fortiiriciS of every Deoule who fall
plafe- carries .he accent f sttfiU jrlo- undv : tlw,.
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EXCEPTIONAL SPECIAL SUMMERJ5ATES

from SI. BO a day np. Breakfast 30c and COc (Sungood accommodations
days 7fic) Lunch Sue, Dinner $1 (Sundays 11.25).
STEWART
on
The
Oeary Street, Just oB Union Square Is close to everything
worth while. Municipal car line pase the door. Stewart Motor Bui meets
teamen.
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dom of Serbia in an independent
southern Slav slate. In these matters
France took the lead.

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Friday, July 5,1918.
ONLY HAQINiT HIMQPI V
1

I
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But the Italian prime minister expressly associated himself last April,
on theNoccasion of the Borne congress
with the terms of the
agreement that recognises the
JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO.
unity and Independence of the Yugoslav nation as a vital Italian Interest.
Westers Representative
,
C J. ANDBKSON,
Lord Robert Cecil, speaking .reItarauetta Bide, CWcmo, HI,
cently at the Mansion House on
Eastern Representative
the British government, apRALPH R. MULLIGAN,
plauded the wrk of the Rome conM tut 42nd Street. New York.
a
matter at the gress, and declared the "liberty and,
Entered aa
poetotflce of Albuquerque, N. sC, under Act independence" of the subject races of
at Congreea of March 1. 1871.
Austria to be the desire of this counLarger circulation than any other paper try.
'
The only paper ta Mew
in Mew Mexico.
Mexico Issued every day In the year.
Is therefore fair to ask why. In
It
'
TJflKMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
respect of the Czecho-Slovaand the
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month. .Too southern Slav, the Versailles
e
...VIM
Tearly, In advance
fallch short of the prevous
MOT1CB TO SUBSCRIBERS.
' ubaerlbera to the Journal when writing words and acts of the European alto have their paper chanced to a new
lies at a moment when, as every almuat be euro to give the old addreee.
lied government must know, a frank
The Morning Journal baa a higher circulation rating than la accorded to any other declaration might have been of the
paper In New Mexico." The American utmost military and political ImportNewspaper Directory.
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secret of which the German1
'
would give much to learn.
From the latter, I have been able to
gather facts so appalling that they at
first Seempri In 1... )uvnn.t
But later I have been able to verify
the truth, and In consequence I Btand
aghast and wonder how much longer
all this is to continue.
Are we to still pursue our Ineffa
hie weakness, our flabby inertia, and
our Peksnlff humanity by turning the
other cheek to the smtter?
If so, then why do we bomb German towns, or use poison gas, or even
explode a mine beneath the' feet of
"our dear German brothers?"
renows doom is sealed.
The depth of Hun deviltry has now
(The gum, whldh has been specially been reached (in certain of the Gerprepared by Hun professors, contains man prison camps, hence it Is high
Uie Pacini or one or other of the most time that the authorities in Britain
fatal diseases, anthrax, pneumonia rub their eyes and screw up sufficient
tuberculosis, typhoid "and such like, so courage to strike "a blow for a blow"
as the German Hymn of Hate has
mat arter a due period of Incubation
i
the victim is taken mysteriously ill it.
Front the secretary of a neutral leHna soon aies a ."natural death.")
In
Berne I have just learned
"When shall we give up
gation
tickling the that
a new and terrlhle death-tra- p
Hun devil with a feather?
Public has been
Invented
for British prisonin
Britain is becoming seri
opinion
ers In German hands.
e
poliously innamea Dy our
Not content with committing all
cy towards the pirates and raviBhers
Sorts of fearful atrocities upon our
wnom we hold as prisoners.
POOr
defgflCelegft follnwa
hna
At the outset of war our fine men
been Invented a devilish kind
of Mons fought (With clean hands. recently
1eiier-oaroy Which the British
They fought a hard fight and ui
or Tommy can write home to
stommed the onrush of that horde of officer
his friends.
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Every day brings fresh evidence of
the serious plight of the Hapsburgr
monarchy and of tho determination
of Its subject races to throw off their
allegiance to it. We assume that the
allied governments
are individually
free to supplement and amplify the
Versailles declarations in such manner as they might think right and expedient; nnd we trust that they will
lose no time in making their several

'kid-glov-

lh.

a,

elegant barbarians, the misbegotten
of Eulenburg and his Junker
camarilla. Some were, aa a matter
of course, taken prisoners. They were
treated as cattle and worse.
Prussian officials In tight uniforms
allowed the populace to spit Into the
faces of our gallant officers and men
who fought for God's cause of
spawn

positions clear.
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POLICY.

President Wilson's speech to a
group of Mexican journalists, though
primarily concerned with the relations of the United States and Mexico, contained koiiio interesting references to American policy generally,,
nnd in particular to the project for a
league of nations.
lie pointed out that such a league
Would in Its essentials he very simiagreement
lar to the
which he proposed some time ago;
only it would extend to the whole
world instead of being confined to the
two continents of America. The root
principle must be that all the members join to guarantee each against
aggression from any. This will have
to be "the foundation of the future
life of the nations of the world."
It can only come through mutual
trust; and that can only be established on the one hand by a definite
attempt to eliminate suspicion and
misunderstanding, and on the other
hand by such nn attitude of disinterestedness on the part of great nations
us takes the ground for suspicion
away.
Of this disinterestedness the presi
dent claimed, not without reason that
the United States is setting a most
memorable example. It was a course
he said, In. which he was not acting
as a "cloistered Idealist," but with the
whole will and purpose of the Amorl

behind him.
.
The United States' adheBion to the
cause of the allies brought with it a
great reinforcement not only in fight
ing power men, money' and supplies
but also in' barganing power,
whether with neutrals or with belligerents.
We huve already seen this effectively Illustrated in the case of the
neutrals. But there was no important nation before the war, which was
not dependent on it to an appreciable extent either for raw materials or
for food; and this dependence, though
its character might vary, did not tend
to diminish. The British empire and
thetUnited States between them can,
If they act together, exert an unequalled economio pressure on the
enemy to compel him to come round
to our ideas of the future peace and
liberty of the world.
Til E VF.HSA1LIJCS DIXLABATIOX.
The "declarations in regard to the
and YugoPolish, Czecho-Slovaslav peoples, to which the British,
French and Italian prime ministers
agreed at Versailles, cannot be taken as the last word of the allied governments. They should be interpreted not as the greatest comtrion measure but as the least common denominator of allied desires and aims. In
regard to Poland, the statement is
comparatively satisfactory. The creation of "a united and independent
Polish state with free accss to the
seu" is declared to constitute "one of
the conditions of a solid and Just
peace and of the rule of right In Eu
rope." Since all the allies have re
peatedly proclaimed the attainment
of the Versailles
declaratiSns an
nounces, in effect, that the creation
"of a united and Independent Polish
state with free access to the sea Is a
condition of the full achievement of
their settled purpose.
Par less satisfactory Is the bare announcement thnt the allied governments "associate ' themselves" with
Mr. Lansing's recent assurance that
"the nationalistic aspirations of 'the
Czecho-Slovaand the Yugo-Slav- s
toward freedom have the earnest
sympathy of the United States government." Although that assurance
marked a profound modification in
Iho attitude of the United States 'toward Austria, it took up a position
less advanced than of the 'French,
Italian and BritlBh governments InJ
regard to the Czecho-Slova- k
army,
under the Bohemian national council,
as an allied, force!
Each of them has given, In various
:
degrees, direct aid to the southern
Slav divisions which for (he past two
years, have been fighting on the side
of the allies for the union of the Ser- -'
and Slovene provinces
of Austria-Hungar- y
with the klne- ,

X

Sir Paul Vinogradoff, In the current number of "The New Kurope,"
affirms the importance of British Intervening In Russia, and discusses
how It can be done.. He rules out a
policy of recognising the Bolsheviks
we "runnot be expected to repeat
the experiment of providing a costly
outfit for soldiers who Bell their guns
and throw away their rifles, or to finance a government that repudiates
"
national obligations."
But he believes that It is Still possible during the present war for Russia to discard Bolshevism, and return
to the path of national effort
perhaps
with the constituent assembly as the
Instrument of transition. So far as
regards the allies, their business' Is
to uselhe openings that they have.
"The first requirement Is to' create
a basis for operations by establishing
points d appui for military stores and
Russian people: Convenient centers
are partly eqlupped even now, I mean
primarily the Murman line &nd Arch
angel; in a lesser degree Vladivostok
and the Manchurlan railway; In the
ruture possibly the Persian front."
He thinks that Japanese action on
the Siberian front might have satisfactory results if it were taken in
conjunction with the Americans and
the British.'
e aiso tninss that It would be "a
grevious mistake on the part of the
allies If they did not use the short
summer season to create a strong
base in northern Russia."
That Is what they are now trying

years Pershing had established law
and order in western Mindanao,
something that Spain had failed to do
In three hundred years of 'trying.
It was-a- n exploit of determination,
of obstacles overcome, of
They were the traits that had
stamped him as a boy, and they won
hm high honors as a man. In 1908,
in recognition of his ability, President
Roosevelt made him a brigadier general and jumped htm over the heads
of 862 men. Tho boy who had won
hrs way to West Point by one point,
the young man who had been given
no promotion for seven years think
of that, you fellows who grumble that
nobody takes notice of how hard you
work had at last come Into his own.
p.
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THE FIRES OF LIBERTY.

(Everybody's Magazine.)
Somehow we feel that this is the
most inspiring Fourth of
that
our country has ever been July
privileged
to onserve.
Up to this year of 118 we have
had mostly the pious duty of blowing
on the smoldering embers of the fires
of liberty kindled so painfully by our
ioreiumers.
If we had fuel to offer it was either
in the form of good resolutions or the
to do.
green wood of alien lands.
But this yer we become forefath
ers.
,
Silt. LAX81XGS disclosure.
On the live ashes of tho old we kin
die newres of liberty.
Declaring that Frusslahlsm arid enThey bjazo here at home wherever
during peaco can never be brought unselfish business men offer the fu
ture
of their industries for the com
into harmony, My. Lansing, In an address at Union College, cited Instances mon good; whever men and women
deny themselves food or money for
from the archives of tho state
depart- the country's weal; wherever fathers
ment.
and mothers bravely bid goodbye to
sons.
He disclosed the fact that six weeks
They bluze in France where thou
after Germany, In the Sussex case, sands
thousands of these loved
liud give.n the United States her sol- Sons upon to the fires
the heapod
bring
emn promise to cease ruthless submaarmstui or their hopes and lives.
How
vain the imaginings of kais
rine slaughter, "Count Bernstorff, apers that such fires may be extin
preciating tho worthlessness
of the guished by a rain of steel.
but
promise, asked tho Berlin foreign
shapes the better the fuel for the
to advise him In ample time be- burning.
fore the campaign of submarine murTHE FT, AO OF POLAND.
der was renewed, in order that he
(New York Mail.)
A nation thought dead was resuf.
might notify German merchant ships
in American harbors to
rected on
battle fields of France
destroy their the other the
day. The white eagle of
machinery, because
heanticlpated
upon Its crimson field,, spread
that the renewal of that method or roiancl,
us wings over the nucleus of
the
warrare would In all probability Polish host now no longer a legion
an
the
but
nucleus
of
the
army
bring the United States Into the war."
"What a commentary," remarked army thator istnedestined to help' In the
liberties and the unl
Mr. Lansing, "on Count Bernstorffs winning
ty of Poland.
estimate of the sense of honor and
Under that standard of the White
eagle upon the crimson field millions
good faith of his government!"
of men have fought nnd bled and
Mr. Lansing added
that the war died 'In the course of the last thousmust be won completely. "The task," and years, thnt Poland might be free
he said "must not be left half done. and great. That struggle, interrupted
by two centuries of disintegration, diWo must not transmit to
posterity a vision and oppression, is now resumed
legacy of blood and misery."
under the auspices of the allied nav
tiona and of America.
The libera
tlon and the unification of the Polish
nation, with Its scattered and sorely
oppresseazo million souls, Is an essential part of the program of the
great nations that hnve pledged their
an to mane tne world free.
i
The presenation
of flags Polish
to tho Polish regiments fight
1'fr.KMIIVf.
WASN'T PROMOTED flags
ing in France by the president of the
FOR KKVKN YEARS.
French republic is a dramntlo levent
For seven years after his gradua- In
decisive epoch In the history of
tion from West Point Pershing re- thea world.
It is a promise that Poceived no promotion,
Bays William land shall once more take her place
Heyliger in Boys' Life, j the Boy among the free and
mighty peoples
Scouts' Magazine, for Julv.
or tne eartn.
Nevertheless, with customary grit.
ne uppuea nimseir to master his proWITH NEVER A WHIMPER.
fession. He became an authority on
(Stars nnd Stripes, France.)
militury tactics and was sent to West
medical folk salute the wound
Point as un instructor. He 'was there edThe
from the fighting around Cha
wnen
uie
war
From the youngest lit
itroKe out, and
applied ter boy to tho senior
from
for a command. immediately
The war department tne rutiest or tne field surgeon, sta
dressing
sent him to the Tenth Cavalry, a col tions to the finest
operating room In
ored troop, as a first lieutenant, and
Paris, the tesilmony Is overwhelming
then his rise began. His troop went to
effect
this
that
they had never
to Cuba. He led It at the battle of seen nucn
El Caney and came out, of that en- seen sucn grit in all their lives, never
unquenchable spirit.
gagement a captain "for galluntry in
In the four dressing rooms of a
action."
evacuation hospital through
Next he went to the Philippines. which the
of wounded
General Chaffee sent him to the hills must pass onprocession
Its way from the field
of western Mlndano, where the Sul- hospitals, hundreds
of soldiers were
tan of Bacolod ruled 100,000 Moham- treated one recent week
at alt hours
medan Malaya who thought it a
of the day or night In all those cases
to kill a christian. . The sultan's where bleeding had to be
stronghold had walls of re'arth and where fresh dressings had to stopped,
be
bamboo forty feet thick, and was sur- en, where antitetanus had not givyet
rounded by a moat 'forty feet wide. been administered.
Such work does
To reach that stronghold it was nec- not call for anesthesia.
And. in all
essary to cut a path through dense that ' week, there was only one outtropical Jungles. Pershing, with the cry. That was from a nan with a
same old grit, cut the path. He told slight skin wound.
' '
the sultan that the killing of christhe receiving room In the
Through
tians' had 'to stop. The sultan laughed. Red Cross military hospital No. "2 In
Soon there was another killing., and Paris. 225 of the wonnrted
In
forty-sighoura later the sultan's one night and' there was notpased
a murwas destroyed. iWthln two mur from any .of them- - Oae Infan- stronghold
'
'
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(By WILLIAM LE QUEX.)

(Not content with committing all
sorts-ofearful atrocities upon our
uoor defenceelss fellows, there has re
been invented a devilish kind
cently
of letter-carby which the Brjtish
pfflcer or Tomm can write home to
his friends. The procedure is for the
prisoner who is fortunate enough to
receive one of these cards to write his
message and the address, and leave It
open for the camp commander to
read and censor.
(It is then given back to him to
Btlck down. In order to do do he will
probably lick the gum around the
three edges. If he does, then the poor
-
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Depths of Deviltry in British Prison Camps
in Gerntany,
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GENERAL DOYEN'S MARINES
Brigadier General Churles A. Doyen, organizer,
and fighting commander of our marines whoBe
daring victories on the Marne have
thrilled the nation, has been Invalided
home just as fame crowned him and
his men. The tactics and success of
his brigade have ben the admiration
of the allied nations, and it will not
bo unprofitable to inquire whether
their training or leadership have been
along special iines offering helpful
(
hints for preparing future troops.
While our army forces abroad are
drilled and 'commanded by West
Pointers, or by those whose tactics
and inspirations are of military academy origin and whose lives have been
spent on shore ,the higher marine of
ficers were trained at the naval acad
emy and have been sailormen
(or
years. General Doyen, the actual field
naval
s
a member of the
commander,
academy's famous class of 1881; so
are Major General Barnett, command
er in chief of the Marine corps, and
Brigadlen General Lauehhelmer who
orncticitllv SDeaking. is the chlef-of- staff of the corps. Brigadier General
i .eU'iine
who has gone over to re
the two-- regimental
lieve Doyen-ancommanders, the gallant Colonel Cat
lln, severely woUnded In leading his
regiment, and Colonel Neville whom
Vera Cruz Will long rememoer are
utl Annapolis men, sailors oy euucn'
tlon and practice.
fnnriltlnns in the army are so dif
ferent from those in the navy that
i,,iHintic nmi iirin methods are not
h
.nm in the two services. Life
on shipboard and work In small boats
tend to develop Individual- initiative
mnm than does the DorracK system ui
t
ifnr trench prepara
.adtion ihenrmy system has otivtaus
vantages, but we should, nevertheless,,
expect the Individual marine toa handle
himself lomewhat better than soldier
In the special, case of an attack across
broken ground. Then aboard ship,
target practice individual oftarget
wor- practice Is almost a subject ana m
chin The records of national
ternnttonal rifle matches are witness
to the ability of our small marine
corps of provwar days to wrest target
laurels from the large service. n may
i. ..i.iWri tno (hat
ihe spirit of Marine corps Urget pracneen cueuuvviiy
tlce
.....
whn nr In France.. The
have
dovelopments of trench fighting
i
led the army to' tno use
.
etc.. pergrenade, the machine-gunof
to the unavoidable slighting
haps
"
V '
drill-mast-

er

..

d

had its can. Through these stage
armies of Huns the marines have advanced dally and nightly in sunshine and rain and fog and snow.
Sometimes
they ran, again they
walked or crawled or wiggled snake-lik- e
on their bellies, but every tin can
was punctured repeatedly as soon as
seen and between shots posts were
bayonetted or smashed with rifle butt
or barrel.
Broadly speaking, the army trained
for trench or open field work, with
the emphasis on the trench, and the
marines trained for the1 open or the
trench, with emphasis on the open.
Then, after a preliminary try-oIn the trenches the marines were
rushed to the neighborhood of Chateau Thierry, where they were given
their chance. They knew their
in the open and were lucky
in finding the Germans Just digging
into temporary trenches. And the
marines went forward, chucked the
Huns out of the ditches and "mixed
it up" in the open. Every Fritz was
a post and every helmet a tin can,
nnd even the seasoned French and
British were amazed to see men equ
ally expert in the use of the bayonet,
the butt and the sighta For the first
time In ubout three years the rifle
came into its use in the hands of ex
perts who handled it as a fowling
piece or pig sticker or a shillaleh.
Against permanent trenches the
army training methods have little to
be desired, but between here and Berlin there will be much fighting in the
open., and our 75,000
marines will
i
furnish many wakes.
To every officer-anman In the
army its well as in the navy it is a
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chance came.

trvman. who had been ahot through
the abdomen, crawled into the dress
hours after
ing station twenty-seve- n
he had fallen. On th dressing tame
ho smoked a cigarettes find taisea
alrlv of what had befallen him and
told how another doughboy 'had ad
ministered first aid and then aisap
y
penred In the shuffle.
A major saw a man walking
out past the point from which
the litter boys were operating. He
was cradling his arms.
"Are you wounded?" he called out
to him.
"I've only broken hry arms," was
the answer, "I can hoof It."
One infantryman was
both arms nnd both legs, breaking the
was shot n
bones of his thighs.
the abdomen and shot-Ithe hip. He
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than iMvan- m.i.
iu SLICK
down. In order to do soimheiiitii
will prob- ""V""" gum around the. three
edges. If he does, then the poor fel- It

18
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sealed.

-

TheiiuyuiviH
gum, which has been specially
prepared by Hun professors contains
the bacilli of rme-o- r other of the most
fatal diseases anthrax,
tuberculosis, typhoid, fcnd pneumonia,
such like
so after a due
period of Incubation the
victim is taken mysteriously ill and
soon dies a "natural death."
dabolical
.."J116
these fiends In uniform inventions of
This invention Is no, fairy-tal-go further?
but
hard fact, for certain
upon
these death traps have reports
been
already
presented to the neutral governments
by their representatives, and are now
being circulated among diplomats.
L .2e. n 18 out to wln by any
method, and death lurks
around him. The wily Hun everywhere
is delighted that such deviltry, as I have
here
should
come
depicted
to our knowledge, as It is part of his propaganda
of frightfulness.
Our poor fellows
are- - entrapped
apd murdered in the
that
the British naMon will
hope
ue for peace, ;''
,,.'
e,
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matter of regret that just at the hour
ef victory General" Doyen's health
failed under sthe strain !of arduous
Work abundantly
well done.
But,
Whoever gave the order "forward,"
was
man
tho
who builded vic
Doyen
tory und his Is the triumph. At this,
all who know him greatly rejoice. He
In a man of moat lovable qualities.
For example, parents and friends of
his men wrote him hundreds of let
ters inquiring as to 'those under his
command.-,-Therwas a standing order that the adjutant should unswer
t
all letters showing i signs that the
writers were
but that every letter showing poverly, distress or
ns
grief should be brought to the general to be answered by him personally, at night, when i chills were over
;
and 'others might rest.
His absence from the frorrt Is a distinct 'loss to the nat.' on. But there
will bo compensations,
lu..nnHnn
iltis strong
wHMnlerest
will and vigorous
watched
patriotism will
nay has
our
in
largely ignore his physical condition
the working out of two system have and
his disappointment at leaving his
training camps In France. men. Within two weeks he will probi
seen uenerai
s"
my
ably be ready to take charge of a
,h r.nt American army
great training camp Where his talents
tem of training, modified hy lessons
same
At
the
and experience will prepare a new
learned from our allies.
Pershing
and
General
seon
bigger host of marines to bo the
time we have
on the fields of
navy's representatives
and
encouraging
approving
- .
j
what different drills instituted by France.
Is
It
gratifying too to know that
i'ye"
Doyen ,for his marines.
General
Harbord of the ;army who
camus there has been rifle, practice
iinv nnd for everybody, uon took temporary command of the maHhd
ranges
General Pershing, as well
rines,
known
and
ver.tional targets
have been .almost taboo. Instean as the French goneral commanding
division, have officially placed on
there has been a series .of posts the
crowned with tin cans to represent record high tributes to General Doyen's
short
nnd
personal and official worth, to
Oerman helmets; tall posts
ones, posts erect and recumbent some the skill with which his men were
posts in the open, some in trenches, trained and to the valor and strength
some In shell holes. But every post with which they Btruck when their
Malor-Holcom-

inanity, civilisation and progress.
German women, in the mockery of
nurses' attire, handed the poor suffering heroes cups of water Into which
they first spat; village boys were allowed to fling filth at the defenceless
lads in khaki who were filed
as
a speciacle of the triumph of 'past
kultur!
The horrors of Rheuleheh, Merse
berg, SChneidemuhl, and Other
have been described by neutral camps
jour-- ,
nalist, by those who have escaped and
by the reports of Mr. Gerard, when
United StaWs ambassador.?
Our men have suffered " the tor-- ,
tures of the darnned. Operations have
been performed without amiestheU'
ics In those shambles which ''our dear:
German friends" call prisoner hospitals, and the death-shrieof thou- -'
sands of martyred Brltpns have gone'
up
to call for vengeance
yet all has, up to the present, been
unheeded.
The mock-piou- s
have held
up their hands in, horror, but no more.
Week after week our newspapers
have been filled with horrors of German prison camps, of maimed men
shot and flung downstairs, of men
tied to barrela and beaten to death
and others fatally stabbed and their
deaths attributed to "typhus."
Personally, i have received
letters from prisoners of war in many
Germany, some in guarded language, and
other messages conveyed by a means

The procedure Is for the prisoner
is fortunate
to receive
one of. these cards enough
e
to write his
- and thp miri
II
Him
open for the cam commander to read
Who

OF THE

STATE NATIONAL BANK
at Albuquerque, in the State of New Mexico, at the Hose
of business
on June 29, 1918.
RESOURCES.

J.oans and discounts" ...
$1,921,075.65
Notes and bills redlscounted.
339 83G 44
U. S. bonds deposited to secure circula- aliK (,par VJ,ue)
250,000.00
U.
and certiflcates of indebt
edness owned and unpledged......
80,000.00
Liberty loan bonds, 8V4 per cent and 4
per cnt, unpledged . . . . ;
6,400.00
'
Liberty loan bonds, 3
per cent and 4
pet cent, pledged to Becure state or
other deposits or bills
35,000.00
Payments actually made on payable.,..
Liberty 4'A,
per cent bonds (third Liberty loan)
8,750.00
Stock of Federal Reserve Bank (50
per
vein, ui auoscnpiion J t
; ,
Value Of hfltlklnn

hnnu

V

F.quity in banking house
Furniture und fixtures . .
Real estate owned other than
.

$1,581,240.21

330,000.00

50,150.00
7,500.00

50,000.00

50,000.00
10,000.00

e

banking-hous-

.v. . i
1,500.00
Lawful reserve with FedeVaV' Reserve
I
Bank
,
114,202,11
Cash in vault and net atriounts due from
Rational banks
263,630.04
Net amounts due from banks, bankers
unJ trust companies other than In- - .
eluded ih Items 13, 14, or 15
125,208.23
Checks on other banks In the same city
nr town as reporting bank (other
than Item 17)
34,097.13
'
Total of Items 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18.,
422,935.40
Checks on banks located outside of city
or town of reporting bank and other
cash Items
6,028.72
Redemption fund with- U". S. Treasurer
and due from V. ri. Treasurer
10,000.00
War Savings Certificates and Thrift
owned
Stamps
actually
266.04
"
'
i
i. i'
i"
.Total
.$2,582,822.48
- '
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in
$ 200,000.00
Surplus fund .......
0,000.00
Undivided profits . , .
'.
14.034.08
'
Circulating not' s outstanding
200,000.00
Net amounts due to National Banks..
111,289.38
Net amounts due to banks, bankers, and
trust companies (other than
in Items St or
. . .'. .
76,694.16
Total of Items at and 3S. 8)'v.'.
.
187,983.54'
Individual deposits subject to check . . .
976,702.45
Certlllcates of deposit duo in less than
80 .days
r ,;'
(other than for money
:
.borrowed)
'.. r 119,182.23
Certified check
'.if
......!.!'!
1,083.30
Cashier's checks outstanding
-. .15,587.07
'Wvidehds unpaid '
......!.'.'!
20,000.00
Total of demand deposits (other than
bank deposits)
subject to ReItems 34, 35, - 36, 37. 38. 30
serve,
An auui
i .....
. J1.132 555.05
r
iu,
Certificates of ''deposit (other than J.
for
money borrowed ) , . .
696,911.19
War loan dennnlr nwi,nt
27.223.37
Other TJ. S. deposits, Including 'deposits '
of U. a disbursing officers
50.000.00
,77,222.37
Bills payable,
with Federal 'Reserve
.
Bank . . .
'
116,000.00
!

...'.,

.

'.

..........

.

'''.

:

--

I.,-

........

Most soaps and nren'ared shamnooa
cuHiain ioo much alkali, which la very
Injurious, as it dries the scalp and
makea the hu'.r brittle. .
The best thing to use la 1u
ninln
mttlslfied cocoanct oil. for It Is pure
and ' entirely grx aseless.
It's very
cheap, and bents the most exnensiva
soaps or anything else alPto pieces.
You can get this at any
store,
and a few ounces will lastdrug
the whole
family for months.
Simply moisten the hair with water
na rub It in, about a
is
ah that Is - required. teaspoonful
It makes an
the bat- abundance of rich, creamy
talked enthusiastically-aboulather,
tle with', the,' dootor who was dressing cleanse
thoroughly, and rinses out
his Wounds in the field hospital.
easily.. The hair dries quickly and
""What's this fellow got. lieuten
venly, and to soft, fresh looking,
ant?" asked someone peering over the bright, fluffy, wavy: and
mm in han
'
,
shoulder.
dle. Besides, It loosens and takes out
surgeon's
'Gflta," stud the. lieutenant respecUj e''ry particle of dust, dirt and daad- '

shot-throug-

i

Total
' 'J,?,',, V.,..;..
Liabilities for rediscounts.
including
those with Federal Reserve
Bank
' (See Item Id) . ...
j . ..

run

.lf..A

...

t--

i

,

i

',

...... .;-

"

. .3339,835.44

......

Total contingent liabilities, (67 a, b. and :c.
.1339,836 44
State of New Mexico, County of Bernalillo, ss:
I, R. M. Merritt, Cashier of the above-name- d
do solemnly
swear that the above statement Is true to the best bank,
of my knowledge
,

and belief.

.,

i" t a':t

t

fully?,--

.12,682,822,48

,

J.JT

.,.

.

'

v

t

'

R-- M. MERRITT.

Cashier.

Attest:

Correct

O. N. MARRON,
KOrtBHR,
... iDlrectors.
Subscrlbedand sworn to before me this Jrd flay of July 1918 '
ISABEL ;BENSON,yNotary Tubllc
i

,

I

- -

v

:

l),

...

f

Albuqiierque Morning Journal, Friday, July 5, 1918.
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Americans Celebrate

;

HC1l

JOUaHai

MOONIN

TYRANNY

JOUHNALPBCIAl.

foe sale

--

in-al-

'

-

'

four-roo-

,

Brest-Litovs-

-

I

S1SS--

Four-roo-

Phone
FOR
furnished cottage.
Inquire til South Broadway. Phone S1S4-- J;
oil rfENT New ttrreo-roooottago furn-isheRloeplng porches. 1400 South High
street, aty RealtyCo.. Phone 77;
ton RENT Modern furnlsh.ttTrbii ,.n Eald
Ontral car line, convenient to nunatorr
lums. Thoxton at Co., Third and 'Sold.
FOR ItENT Furnished
cottage, modern,
'
car linos.
glassed porches;
Phone 381, mornings.' K34 East Central.
toR RENT Three-ro..i- n
nuulern bungalow.
omioeieiy rumianeQ; two porches; deslr
able nelghhorhotwl. Call 11 Routh Cednr.
Foil RENT House in Highlands, ' four
room bungalow, furnl.ihe.l;
in
sleeping porch; also garage. Call 1207 East
"intra).
FOR ItENT Furnished
four
bungalow,
rooms and bath with ileeplng porch, liy
North Sycamore.- Apply 1314 Kaat Copper
or phone 1911-FOR ItENT Modern three-roocompletely furnished house with sleeping porches;
Ideal location. 1122 East 'Central. H. A.
Thorn. Phone 511
two-rooFOll ftENTFulliished
cottage
wllh glassed In sleeping porch) convenient
to shops; light and water paid. H4 ler
pionib. HOC South Arno.
.
porches.

i

'

I

1

ever-increasi-

i

run-maki-

Bond-Sarge-

;

General.
it RENT
house, furnished or
unfurnished, close In. fcawly papered and
painted. City ReaHy Co. fhone 77.
FOR RENT
house. 1 tooma
J rooms down alaita. nlcclv furnished, suitable for two parties. No children.
Phono 424 or call U West Gold.

.

'

FOR SALL

-

FOR

Foil

aarned-Macka-

Latin-Americ-

four-roo-

J.

SA

-

livestock.

Jersey milch cow Phone 222.
Fresh Joraey'VowTo. firV:!ai--

PASTURAGE.

va

''..-

SAI.H-

Phone 2105 F-FOR KAI.E Soma fine Belgian harTi, get a
pnlr and' raise your own meat, rsz West
Fruit.
FOR eAI.E tlood driving or work. Imrao
also splendid- riding hi.rse R
Grande
.
Indiistflal School. Phone 240K-FFOR SALE Extra fine, you tip pedigreed
breeding stock Flemish Giant,' New Zealand, and Itufus Red Belgian hares. William
Oeatrech. Sr.. 954 North Eleventh Htreot,
'
Albuquerque, N. 1.

'

Special-celebration-

paid,

RENT-Three-r-

war-wo'r-

.

rent raatur
for
limits, si.ev per

Phone

I17J-W-

witn

raontu

water in city
in advanoe.
..
,

MONEY TO LOAN.

'

I f .mir
1.1

r'

,

--

XtmT

-

"Certain favored except" corn-have
ranges
improved
.
.
northern district report fair to good since the rains,
WANTED
sltlon.
Tfes Pledras Light showers
range with stock conditions Improv- Is
oc
of
alfalfa
curred the first of the week,' which
ing nicely. First cutting
general In northern counties and sec- otherwise was hot and dry. Gardens WAiSTKD Situation by experienced book-- .
ond cutting IS hearing completion In are:pacKwara Dut Held crops are
of accounting
keeper with knowladgn
southern- counties along With harvest generally ilotng welt, especially' oats
..
,
core Journal.
't,
of barley and. winter wheat,
.
Early ana spring wneat. ;
..,..
WANTEO Position by A.l law stenograph
fruits are being marketed. Fairly
Taos First crop of alfalfa Is bclog
otlrer tin
considered. Address Box
general light showers occurred, at the cut with good yield.1 Winter wheat 35 Journal office.
beginning of the week, followed by' is heading and looks good. Fruit Is WAS'TRt) Oedtlemart II years old. wants
hot, moAtry clear, drying weather,, but dropping but some promises three- bookkeeping or good clerical position.
the week closed cooler. Jt wa gen- quarter
years eTttertence. Best referefiflet.'
crop. , Good showers first of Several
OAod penman. Quick In figures. Salary
t
.;
,.
erally unfavorable because of the need week
5
not
than floe to start Address', D. R.
less
of rain." From various points ,:the
rains in local Soots Pharr. Kenna,
J , M.
v
following reports were sent Int.
conditions' and
have
crop
improved
El Paao Light showers accurrea range Is very good. Not much winter f I FOR RENT Ranches.
The unusually high tem- wheat leaft to harvest, too ' dry ; last
on
:Uo ranc.H for
Improved
peratures caused no Mnjuryto- riorn fall;- spring wheat' fair but late;.. corn term ofNTalz My.
months or more. Good! house
and other crops under irrlgatloti. Bar- good and potatoes fair to good? pinto
ate-horses,
range.
verlrles,
with
Onod'apm
wjter,
good yield. 'beans exGeltent. ''.
ley harvest completed
!.
Wilt consider aeUlng- .- Further
Range still needs more rain badly.
East Las Vegas No grass yet and U
:
. r- 'W.. Momliia? .leuroal.' t
Good crop' of" early peaches being crops very unpromising,
Corn and
are In .beans may hold out until rains begin.
picked, and pears and apples
FSRSONAL.
'.- i t','
excellent condition.
Canjilon
Everythlig looking fine LADY with car willRoswell Week was extremely hot since the rains
is
grow-- '
began)
grass
dnye parties; reaaoa- ana.
and dry and crops are suffering from ing nicely for range stocic .4, " i ;
anip raws.
low humidity and dry winds. Artesian
Chacon The good rains we", have
welt 'Weakening and many useless. had did . Much good to crops. wljlctt
'.'jr
TYFrYitlTEaJS.
Second cutting of alfalfa nearly fin- - are" how in excellent comlltlos. .
TTPEWR!TBh
fJnlon-i-Raioverhauled
and
Deeh-ve(sked. the yield' hetng fair to good.
make,
haV
Fort
repaired. Rleeoaa for orary machine
High winds damaged corn and fruit local and only covering, small areas
Ffto-III
shiehaaaja,
: .1:
2 tz tis:i it s
Hi BrU Tyr.,,
,.
continues!

he

You'll

Apartments.

nBXT--1'hro-- i,m
furnished fiatTT2S
West Marquette.- - inquire at 111 Booth
v
,.
V- First.
(
. . ,'
FOR RENT Two and three-rooapartr.
,
ments and sleeping rooms.
Highland
,
Rouse.
ToR RENT Furnished housekeeping
and
'single rooms, saw modern building; no
'ok. IIS Nrth Seventh.
:
;..-dltlorl..-- '
RKNT Thiol, or, four room furnished
FOR
Raton Small grain benefited- bv
In
apartments, modern; the 100 block South
of prior week, which continued Stuth.
fianta Fe; Jirly 4
rains
'
hotel "offtce. '
mnulf) Sar-oand southern districts largely; re- at beginning of this. Alfalfa 'cutting THft WASHINQTON,
1001-101- 0
West Celt,
main noor and desolate, with stock unner way with- - fair to good- yield.
i
traL The finest
apart
losses continuing," says Meteorologist
KOCiaaa crops in .me valley look meat house In Ire modern Forfamily
wall people
Charles B. Llnnfy today In the weekly very ?ood after the recent rains, trbt only. Phont toil state.
furnishes)
Apartments
crop- bulletin for the state. However, outside tif the valley they are poor, or partly fiirntshad 1. P. Raklm Prop. -

"'

t Rr

FOR RENT
OR

Never

;

:

'

Cake
Bake Another
'

-:

.

'

.

-

after you've tried these. That's whsrf
one of our customers told her frlemt
And she knew what she was talking
J
about,' fbr at first
decidedly
skeptical regarding
any baking done
-outside tse home But why prals
our baklngT Try some pies and
cakes and you'll do the praising.
she-'wa-

t.1

-

Mllls-i-Tlm-

one-day.

-

par'tk-ultr-

:

'

PfcnoorDaliory
:

'.

tMTt

aV

tt

If. BAXXINO
Annum T. K. e,

Prop.

,

,

Aula

-

ry

--

ar.,,.

MArVIF

SOMEONE

I
I

Ten acre ranch, convenient to City,
with fine orchard and 5 acres alfalfa
for City property. Owner cannot look
after the farm. What have you to offer, around $2,500 or less.

GEORGE

I

I

TT

I

WANTS TO

"

(HER)
l

1

Mat

The Star Furniture Co.
llVWest Gold Ave.

IBiiflii

Have a nice line of Furniture
as plates at low prices.
Still buying 2nd hand furniture.
Phono 409.

Setcral

Mfle

For

Four rooms and bath, largo glazed
and screened sleeping porch. Four
THIRD AND

U

i,

V

TIADUN

GOLD.

POST

All, or half interest, carries from
$1,000 to $1,600 stock, does $1,000
per month Business, a dandy chance
for a worker. '

blocks from West Central. Close
in. fume cash and JlS per month
will handle. It will pay you to
Investigate. - Owner leaving town,
and will sacrlllce. See National
Investment Co., 102 North Third.

FOU SALE A
adobe
house In old Town, two blocks
from Car Line, cheap for cash,
must be sold. Address F. O.
Box, S6, Old Abuquerque, N. M.

"
R. McTMflHAV
tl W. (loltl, Plinne 907.
Fire and Auto Insurance.
Notary Public

FOR RENT
'A.

Bol-shvl-

..-

LS

TI

WANTED.

Room.

Nortlt.

FOR SALE

s

. tour-roo-

Assooln ;el I'rexs.)
American soiuiere and sailors to
the number of more than 1,000,000,
are observing the Pourth of July on
foreign soil or foreign waters for the
first time since 1775. The one hun
d
dredth and
anniversary
also Is being commemorated fittingly
by the nations allied with the United
.State in fighting autocracy and militarism as well as by friendly republics In the western hemisphere.
France celebrates the day as a national (holiday. and throughout that COMPROMISE, PEACI ;
Male.
n
country her citizens by
WA.V'I Ell MuutitnlBl.
AlbU4'ut!i'itiQ:
themselves or joined with Americans,
WITH GERMANY
IS
are paying-honoto America. In Tar-i- s
rTTr
iuIIC"
iiiKii
.ANTED
aintlo
IMPOSSIBLE-WILS- ON
a huge celebration Is being held
Mtthw'a Dairy. I'hone 4i'd.
with the great'rnen of Franco particiWANTED A buy fol- yurdi work. Apply t"
pating. Trlbuto Is being paid to LaMrs. Inane Barth,
(Continued from Page Five.)
Nlrth Hlilh.
fayette and Do Itochambeau, who
WANTED A milker;
a rarm Hand. Ap.
aided In the realization of the inde earth to Join them. iWe
have cliTlel
BOTtmek'i Dairy. 1901 North Fourth.
ply
vil
In' every
pendence. proclamation.
,
,
iitm; uui. iney were never alien. WANTED Wom'aii'cook, $60; carpentr and
i
Tr i, nt hoVn
e'l""rallon. Though they spoke not a word of the laborer. Employment Agency, 110 South
?h
,TenCh army a.nrl lanBuase of this country.-- though they Third.- Phone 154.
I r'i T,
- r
niov am l'a J
groped' only dimly toward its insti liOVBRNMENT NEKIS 20.000 t'I.EHiiS at
tutions, they were already Americans
Washington. Examination everywhere in
Along thesectors in soul or
Experience unneceKsary. Men and wo- they would novcr havo July.
neiu py the American troops, only come.
men desiring government positions write
ror rrce particulars to J. c. Leonard, (formnecessary auties are being performed
"We are the latest manifestation of er
Civil Service Examiner,
1051
Kenols
uuiess me ucrmaiu' become too 'ac that American soul.
And
Bids;., Washington.
ttasetittll and other athletic nad wo settled ourselves In thescarcely
tive,
strucV ANTED
At once an , experienced salesgames are being played and every- ture of this dear country-o- f. our adopwho can apeak
where in the American expeditionary tion, when we foundthe ' spirit of man for generalAlsostore
Do not
a
Spanish
fluently.
force the fourth 10 receiving
a hearty Washington, now blazing up to be the apply 'Unless you have bookkeeper.
had practical exsailors are cele guiding light of twenty generations, perience and know that you can hold a re"'"mo. anaAmerican
a special program of assailed as never before by the sinister sponsible position. Give full particulars In
uraung
and salary
is
sports ana
car- forces of reaction.
Autocracy, in Its first letter as to experience Co.,
Grants,
ried out at Queenstown and being
other na- most murderous form, had gathered wanted. Address
val and base ports.
..
itself for its final struBgle. With the
In England the mviil hn,n
renuire.
semi of Washington leading on Amerthe Celebration. King George and his ica entered
the battle line; and we. In . ANTED Girl for general housework. 410
tonsori attended an American - tmse-ba- ll a spirit of solemn gladness, entered West Coal.
gama in the suburbs of London with her.
'i'hfc
WANTED Competent saleswoman.
tid the king thnrw out the first
Economist.
'.'We. who make this pilgrimage, are
ball,
London observed the day almost as
e
thirty-thredifferent WANTED Girl or woman for general
a the offspring of
British holiday and the game Is troc nations and Americans all. We come
housework. 721 West Copper Phone 1118
of other cities and towns
not
of WOMAN For general housework; no oook.
Behind
millions
us
are
alone.
throughout
the kingdom.-- In more than forty our people, united today In pledging
Ing. Address Hog 428, Albuquerque,
themselves to the cause of this coun. WANTED Experienced co(.k. family of two.
camps In England, American troops
met In sporting events. A fellowhin try and of tho free nations- with
Apply 1424 East Silver, Phone 1797.
?n my own city
meeting In central hall, London, which she is jplned.
Stenography, Bookkeeping.
men nnd women TEI.KUIIAI'HT,
marked the formal celebration In the 800,000 rorelgn-Dor- n
Board, room and tuition may ba
British capital.
are at this moment lifting their hands
Business Colleges, Log Angeles and
v.
s
'
.'
Fraenv. ,.
are being held and renewing their vows of loyalty.
"From coast to coast. In clty town
in Rome and other Italian cities.
and hamlet, our citizens will be dem
Cuba and most of the
SALL Real Estate.
countries observed the Fourth with onstrating that the oath which they
OR KALE
Good lot In the Hiahlanda with
exercises of various kinds, and sev- took upon their naturalization 'was not
barn and
house on rear of lot.
eral of these ronntrlen Y,aa v,nHo an empty form of words. .Yes, and Room
to
new house In front,. Good
build
more
the
than
tomorrow,
when,
American Independence day a nation
that,
on car Una. Phone aM-'"'
some
heaviness
list
to
'
brings
,
casualty
al noimay,.
j
homes and a firm sense of resolution
Of
to all, we shall read upon the roll
Fire DeviiHtateti KIpv.
ytllard Every day with high
names,
ivioscow, Saturday,-Jun15 (by the honor Slavic names, Teutonic,
Quito a large acreage' of
to
names
show
names,
Oriental
Latin
Associated Press). Details have been
beans still to be planted and those
that we have seated our faith with the which are In need rain.
received of the urnnit hin fir in
Spring wheat
:
,
which destroyed buildings In an area blood of our best youth.
and
ate poor; corn and potatoes
beloved shade we come to fair. range
"To
this
iV.
square.
Factprles, docks,
mum, joarrackg,
wood and grain rtnv with the hones of our races gar
State College Light showers 'the
worthy first
"s well as a bridge across the nered in our hands. To you, we
of the week, with hot weather:
liberators,
of
successor
give
great
'
' '
iiieper river, were burned.
are fair generally.
the promise1 of the millions who sent crops
Pearl
been
have'
In
There
me
rains
we
in
will persevere
us here that
Is se- the east and northeast parts of Lea
struggle until lasting freedom but
for county, but it remains dry here. 8ome
cured not only for this nation,
showers
planting going on where
the nations from' wnicn we sprang-yes- ,
:
nave fallen. '
,
nations."
and for all the other
Boaz This is another drv vnor Rn
far the grass Is the poorest seen in the
J
RANGES IN CENTRAL
spring or
Eaint Vrain The week hna heen
AND SOUTHERN AREAS
dry and hot. with abundant sunshine;
and corn continue In noor nun.
range
DESOLATE
POOfiAfclD

iu.

I

I

Y F01;IEXCiaiM(SlS

Three-roo-

forty-secon-

BY

,

WANtCtoFP

xJr E0

J

JOllML

'

Winel

H

I

,

SEVEN
McMANUS

WWW ' COILWM!

November, 1917, whon his government
fell, and May, 1918, he was in hiding
in various cities of central Russia. At
first he was in Petrograd and later In
Moscow. He left Moscow May 28. The
North
Inquire
Russian leader said that at all times
COR RENT
bouse, glatscd in
he was in contact with political lead-er- g
sleeping porch: furnished. Inquire at 417
South Eighth.
of the parties opposed to the
Bal
Estate, Insurane. Loaas
''
" 111 Routh Fourth Street
regime.
South.
Kercnsky presents the appearance
KENT One furnlnhefr lour.ruom house
of a man who has been long hounded
403 South Seventh. Apply at 214 West
and is in fear of his life.
Gold-- Also
unfurnished house at
LOST.
411 Routh Seventh.
"You cannot understand the horror
One cord tire off back ut cbp, size
of our situation," he said. "The shame LOST
Illghtanrjft.
54x4. Reward. Dr. FiIhIiIp.
k
of the peaco at
has
KENT
eauaera
lairam.
caused our friends and allies to con- i.O sY Fountain pen h liiKhltindB he I ween 'uk
furnished
cottage, r Phone
and Arno. Kinder ruturn
sider the Russian people as a destrier, to South Bnmdway
512
reHuuth
Stewart
Arno
'"twoTroom
FORRKNT
and
Furnished
.gut
l,
cottage
but the Russian people will perish
with sleeping porch. 102 South Walter. i,
rather than submit to German ty- ward.
iTENT
Twa glaaaed
FOll
house
;
,
ranny .!'.. v
,
ffl
HELP WANTED.
Water
152J-114.

Fourth of July Abroad, by ihc
(The
'
'

?

1

If

flre-plac- e.

y,

LIASSO

'

.

fe,

HE WANT
?,
-

modern, built-i- n features, hardwood
floors,
glassed
sleeping
porch,
garage; 4th. ward.
REAL ESTATK, F1TIE INSURANCE,
$2,500.
stuccoed bungalow In
... v
LOANS. .
University Heights, modern,,
.
Phone
216 West Gold.
$2,600 7 room adobe, pebble dashed,
modern, lot 75x142,. cement walks,
FOR RENT Dwellings.
$1,700
brick, city water,
toilet,, electrio lights, new
north.
floors, newly papered and painted;
RENT Furnished
mudcru
near shbps; easy terms.
jil
no
013
sick.
cottage;
Second.

WIBK

LCASCD

WW

m'uvo on to
Why hot buy a''amnlt rniK-h$2.000- .-4 room
2
frame, modern,
It and cut
llvlnit rxprnsra to a miniBleeping porches, completely fur- mum duringyour
tlu-awur limn. We have a
nished, Bi'ltablo for 2 families, tract of 7 aori-e- , with a c..od
rents for 130.00 per month; 8d adobe barn, fine younc orchard of 210 house,
lri- Just coming Into boarlnir. I,nmt la on main
ward.
In
ditch
and
il
all
under
2
cultivation, only
$2,600.
frame, bath etc.,
rrom town. Owner must leave Inalfle-osleeping porch, line shade trees, ce- miles
a
and will throw In household furment biock garage, good barn; com- niture,week
farm Implements, garden toohi, norm,
pletely furnished; 4th. ward,.
bnggy and harness, everything goes. For
$2,300.
I
.
shingle bungalow, price and terms, sea

I'nris, July 4.- - Alexander F. Keren-skformer Russian premier, today
told the Associated Press that between

denc'e Day on Foreign Soil
of Foreign Waters for First
Time Since 1776.
MORNim

(BY

I

f'

H'?,0.T
TEUL
S

I

V

;

--

ILL1T KNEEL

FOURTH ABROAD

"ovlJ

1

MHCI

RUSSIAN PEOPLE

lis Observe

1

I I

.TATLErN
. 4. 1
,

V

MORNING

MILLIOPJ

11

L

weLt-vHoU-

THE OOOft ' l

i

P

,mokin,-

THAT

m

ISToi iaTB a Waal

OVER

(

how Mwf,"riMetMuyr

" "

Cook
nights,

wages $40.

MRS..

GEO.,

KENT Modern, rurnlsneo roome; no
slok; running water. Uvi West Central,
FOR RENT Rooms em ot week, bath;
summer rates; no sick; over Gulden Hule
store.
HIO'ORANDB HOTBI Kooms and apartments, tin West. Central. Mrs. Richard
Wejt, Hropritress.
ROOMS
1MPKK1AI,
Ntcv
clnan rooms;
ratea by day or week; over Woolworlh a,
-i
319
West Central.
FOR RENT Nicely furnlsnea outside rooms
by the week or month; also furnished room
for light housekeeping. Elms Hottl, corner
First and TIJeras.

FOR

Underwood Typewriter

'

Style No. 4, In first class condition Cheap.

Can go home

THE ECONOMIST

ROSMNGTON,

Phone

1040.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS.

ATTORNEY!
FOR SALE Miscellaneous
IOUN W. WILSON
FiRKATKNiue
., Attorney
Rooms II, IT and II.
Cromwall Bullaias
Eleventh,
Phona 1171
WANT Mil If you need a carpenter, call
m
..
BOOKS
J. S. Iiurllng. Phone l."ili-J- .
; BODKt'
Attorney at
WANTED L.ace
curtains
washed and
Suite I. Law Library Building
stretched, 35c per pair. Phone 404.
DRMTnTfl
FOR HA l.B Practically
new - Bosch &
I.omb engineer's transit, $100. P. o. Box OB. t. m, KRAFT
Dental Rorgens
IIS. Hprlngoe-- , M. M.
l.
Aonmg
Barnett Bulldln
"Pkoae)
Bourn.
floOF rrrn-atMad
, Appolntmanta
by Mall
per gallon. Roofs under our ear wilt
FOR RENT Furnished room 414 Wast Sil.
Improve from year to year. Wa can pat on b. v. corp
ver; no sick, no children.
Deatlat
a new .roof that will last as Ions as the
' RnonM 4- FOR R ENT Nicely f urnTshed
front bed building. The Manaano Co. Phona 1IM-.
Mellnl BulldJag
room; close In. Phone Ult-J- ,
lot South 110 South Walnut.
Fifth.
PHYSItlAMS AND SfRUKONS
Full ItENT Three fiirnlsheil rooms 122 ERIE carbon root paim ana root cement PR. MAROARRT O.
OABTWBIOHT
stops leaks; lasts five years. Use Devoa
West lad. Inquire at residence or at the
Praelloa Limited to Woaaea's sM CkU- Brwood Bakery.
ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-laUrea's Meeaaea
cold
water
be satisfied.
and
kalaomtne,
FOR HUNT
Furnished rooms for light Thna. F.
Keleher, 408 W. Central. Phono 410. II H B. Central Phona 171. Albuauerejae, N. M
housekeeping. Coal atovo and gas. 724
lRS. Ttll.L BAKKSj
"oulh Second.
Practice limited to F.ye, Ear, Mass eaul
THROAT
HlgDMnOs,
FOR BALD
Office Hoursi It to 11; I to I
HI
ON
Centrifugal pump and
FOR RgMT-rurnis- had
tU Soath
noma,
State
National
Bank Building
motor. With pressuro control. ApWalter. Phona 302.
"
TI
OB. SARAH COREK
ply D. Weinman, oara Economist.
eOIl RB.N'T Furnished room,
gentleman
Practice Limited to Children.
preferred. ,101 South Walter.
1
Office Rooms and I. Wright Bids-FourtFor HUNT Two housekeeping rooms and
and Oold.
Houis I p. m. to I p. m.
porch; modern. fliO Knuth High.
Residence
1071.
Phone
Offloa Phone Mt
room who
itciis i
porcn. il Houth Edllh. Phone l;t4?-VV- ,
HI'ECIAI. rates made tu picnic and fishing FOR
SALE
FOR
RENT Newly
furnished
ouMldo
Eggs
parties. Call 1GS.I-23 tionth Arno.'
room; reaaonahle.
'WANTKV As Ico boiraboui-fo- o"
pouniJ7
RENT-Urj- n
room wllh aloepln
must
reasonable. Phone 1401 F-paying hens. Phono 1794.
porcn i ideai ror two. 415 East Central.
vv ANTED
Harley-liavldso- n
s
FOll isALK Fine fat f7yel
side car.
dressed or
Box 68, City.
urt HK.VT Nicely furnlsht-- front room
alive; also fine Leghorn roostora to head
suitable for two, Phone 1576-J- . 220 South FuK aA CaT Reaiintui
hpaiicer aweXrT's7 your flock. Phone 2101 F-ICdllh.
Ions stemmed, fragrnnt, assorted colors r'oil. SAI.li,-2- 5
wbi t
iT
and
Rio Navalo rose combed It.
roil lit!,.-- , i iirgo furiilshed front rwm 75c per hundred. Order In advance.
.
rrf hi.-kGrande Industrial School, Phone !4fl(l-F- l.
Well gentleman prefercd. 10? Mouth Wal
March hatched, sol Houth Walter.
'
5 Ki H ESTCA8 ttP K I C B P A ID rOnl UNaT FOR HALE Chickens'! turkcysand chiT-ksBY TUB BOUTHWBSTERN JUNK CO.,
FOU RIS.NT
Four rooms nd steeping porch
Rabbits and hutch. Call evenings. 120J
320
Furnlahod or unfurnUned.
tiouth 114 WEST LEAD. PHOND flit i Wl ALSO
North First.
Bl'T OLD AUTOS.
Broadway. Phone 07s.
Foil HALE a. C. K. I. Reds. B-in state.
KOR.REN'f
Rooms fumluned lor house SAVE your mattresa
renovated. Special.
Mtock. eggs, and chlcka. C, P. Hay. Ill
summer Tales. Juno only; J up. Albukeeping, large sleoplng porch, 110 South
High.
v;.rth
querque Mattreaa Co., 1011 South Second. rtiit BA
Walnut.
re
Imcic
Pwono 471.
Navajoa,
FOU RKNT
FtoBins wllh sleeping
combed R. I. Reda. Mr. L. B. Thomas,
porch WANTBO-Recond-and
or
wllh
without board. Phone (71. 1121
mea'a and boyar 7IT East Haaeldln.
East; Central.
clothes, (hoes and underwear. Also trunks
and ault eases, Call III. Chicago SecondFOR SALE Automobiles.
General.
f
hand atore, I1T South First
WANTED-40,0- 00
Ford car. American Oarage,
FOKAI.K
2o
to
to
FOU
bags. Pay from
RKNT Nicely
furnished
modern
as North Fourth.
each. WO tona scrap Iron. Par from
room for light housekeeping. Phone 1773
to
4o per lb. Patrlotlo duty.
Bt. Louie FOR HALE
Ford car. 1917 model. Oowl
Junk Co.. 401 South First atreet. Phona 171.
condition, city Realty Co.. phnnn 770.
BUSINESS. CHANCES. ,
HA 1.13
"roarlVte'r ln goo.1 condi-tioFOR
Saxon
WANTElJCareful kodak finishing by uias- .
.....
fall evenlnff al.r .lv Inm
.......wn.
uitiiy sorvii-eKKN'l
Two biillilloRs at Kevelith and Remember,
.
FR
147.Phone
satlsfai'tlnii guaranteed.
Send (Nipper.
Coneral Avenue. Apply to J. E. ' Klder,
10 a roiiiinie, esiaoiism-rirm. r oil 8A i,E"
condP
yur
tini.oing
car,
good
gent.
Hanna A Hanna. master photographer.
uon. a nargain. Berrihlll Furniture Co.,
FOll HAI.E Well established delivery bus- tl North Second.
iness. nest in city; two Ford trucks. Cash
HA I.K
Wo have
two exceptionally
For Rent Rooms 'With JBoard. FOIt
.
or terms. 311) West (lold. good buys In second traiid r.rattn. rink.
ll
FOR HA
will sell FOll RKNT Room, with sleeping norch and land touring and one Chevrolet
to III health
touring,
Both right In appearance, performance and
my pop-corboard.410 Bast Central.
wagon at "B" thnatef. Hoe
I'arker, Elms Hotel, from 10 to 12 a., m.
ask
for Miv
Oarage,
HIGH class board and sleeping poroo auh price, call American
room at summer ratea I at. Kll South Aran PefHey.
Oil aALBj Small saw mill at bargain.
.
,
KM-Capacity sir to eight thousand feet, In Phona
gnoa condition and now running. Plenty of
ll RENT Very desirable room, sleeping
umoer. Auuress
o. box 110, Springer,
SALK
Nice home, furnished and a
porch, hot and eold water. 1st class tnbl
. OT,
.,.,.
...
'
,
good naytnb business.
iioardCnsa de Oro Oil West Oold.
4,0o0, half cash.
Journal
ofrice.
FOR RENT One of the best double store FOR
Bungalow,
and'ftirolshai'
buildings ana beat located f.r reneral
room; tame board. Mrs. Abbett. 201 Houth ton HALB -- My residence la University
mercnanaiaa in the city. Bee J. D. Bakln at Edith. Phone IM..
Heights.
Sleeping porches, - garage, ate.
Term If niweaaary. Phone Ml or tW-J- .
Washington Apartments 100 J West Central.
H-- .
MRU.
W.
REF.n.
,
of
.
Phone Hill.
the Lorkhart Ranch
BAi.lC'ive-rc.omodern- - bungalow,-- uroll
has moved in tt1 Holtll, Ann,.
will consider car in trade; monthly
Is Prapiired to take houlth iuel,np. ui......
If
desired.
avia
2
Ph...
FOR S ALU
Ranches.
cere Journal.
;i. JAROIN ESCONDICHV'
For coiivatea" FOR. Hi LB
ALdSifuai T iell. a bar7n, maU
FOR
a nice Utile fouiC
Cheap:
cents.
ft
Homethlna
llt.in hail. n..i..
ranch all In wheat and alfaffa. trqulra
room cottage wl4h nice hlg war garden;
nlace in city. Pleasant eurroundlngs. Rates
117 West Copper. Phone 12-or 71
K.I7-term.
Phono
1
801
Call 11U South .
reasonable.
West Central. Phona 1111.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
e
taiu-In
Broadway.
'Kstancia valley tn bean growtns district. SHADY NOOK ranch offera"xcIta"ntoon7
and hoard. Just tha ni.e. n m mtmmm
All fenced. Would consider Ford car on
For rates phone H20F-4- ; free transportation
trade. Addreas lDg South Uroadway, ;ty.
ncoooimooauona now available. Mrs, B. B
FOR SAUC 100 acres mountain ranon"'on Thomaa.
..
.
r. .
j,
MAIL 8T.UIR
r
'Pecos river, 15 acres under cultivation:
- Phone
40 acres fcnceoK 9. modern fl,.A.rnim ticall nhywhere-jin- v
time.
i.v.
Hiiver
7
alowa; one mile protected irout stream. Ar- .m.:
ar.
FOR
p. m.
Office Rooms. i.v. MoiroiionTity7 a.m. r ar. Kllver-citMog.dlon
dress box I2i. valley Ranch. N. M. y
s p.m.
Beat
auto
m
equipped
aouthweat.
FOR HK.VT Offices In suite or single. Call
livery
.
W.SSKTT
MOTOR TB tXHIT I O.
LEGAL NOTICES.
opstalrs, over Wooiworth'a store.
. At. '
Biivrr .liy,
FOR RENT Dratalrs office room, fine
location, next to Postoffice.' Ill 8outh

Iw

rm

fouitry and

for

i.ii.

'

HNfllns"wrcli

'

JNT

ixn consthictiox
ritorsjL8
t)P GRADE SdlOOIi

KurLDlXG,
Trost anil Trout,
.Commerce HulliUng, AlliuqiMrque. New
Mcilco; July' 1st, 118. Sealed pro
posals win ue received at the Architect's Office until 2 b'clock P. M. of
July 30th, 1918. for furnishing the
necessary materials and labor to "con
struct, erect and complete the school
building In accordance with the plans
and speciflctl6ns,' prepared and fur
fiishea by Trost and Trost, Architects.
A' certified cheek equal to t per cent
of the estimated cost' of the building
will he required with each proposal
as a guarantee of responsibility of the
bidder. Checks will; be returned as
soon as the Cortracfr Is closed. the
right is reserved to accept or reject
proposals. A deposit of Ten
any or all Dollars-wilt
be required for
($19.00)
each set of plana and specifications
will
be returned to
which
out,
ivpn
the depositor when the flans And
specifications are deliverevr back' to
,

'

C aUtblttCtt,

10

COOSjiycJV

'

FOR RENT I front connecting
offloa
rooma over 4loldAai ftula RteM, IihiuiM
Rniim ft
,r w, RKJJt" nurtng perioeTSrwar aultJTo?
office room desirable for doctors or
dentists. Apply Dr.. SherldSB,
Third and
.am rai,
,.. . - - , , .

TIME CARDS.

.....

FOR

RENT

Miscellaneous. ATcnuoN,
'

HOS.SB0 and Rig lo Jamaa Sprtaga; aaeax
arno.
rata - s, uaraia.
FOR RE.NT
lentie"d"rlvlng hiiria. and bus"
gy; ai.ea ror a nvura. fnone it4-j- .
FOR RENT Klmbatl piano,
monthly
phone las, . .

m

.r

FOR SALE Oft TRADE.

Will

a sania ru
CNV

BAIL- -

''""
Veatbonad.
" Claea Arrives ' Daparta
Scout . r.
TM0 pm. - I:IS pm.
I. California Limited -- .11:41 am. tl:4l pnv
7. Fargo
1 :41am. 11:11am.
Fast
. The Navajo
1:1 nam
Boejtkboeia.
101.' Bl Paao Exprea , ...
fa.'
907. Bl Paso Exnreaa
ltMteae.
'

-

No.

'

It. The Seoul

CStr

:lwa
l:'l

KaatkaJ
.

.......

Tha Navajo
4. California Limited .I. Santa Fe Bight...
X,

it. gaaaa

1

.......
.........

t. Th

-

Ins 1240 pounds, In good condition. Pony,
fuggy. Two sets of harnesa one heavy.
Two buggy polea. on heavy. One saddle.
On enrt. 520. North Second.
f,

TOPritA

V

4

a4

1:ltam.

;M psa.

dee fas.

14 pes.
-

T

,

:.

trl as.

1:4 pea.

T

tl:M

pan.
'

.

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Friday, July 5, 1918.
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EIGHT

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.

MMEN5E CROWD

IDEAL THEATER

AVE.

S18 WEST CENTRAL

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

TOMORROW AND SUNDAY

BRAVES WEATHER

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
i

ABSOLUTELY

rilONE sis.

GUARANTEED.
ALBUQUERQUE,

THE WORLlS

Largest Gathering Ever
at U. N, M. Attends
Fourth of July Exercises!
Decoration Booths Feature.

Open for Business
as Usual....
LViS.L"T'"
WARD'S

HOMER II. WARD

Coal and SouUi Walter.
678
Thorns

815 Marble Avenue.

Phones

.

.172-173-1-

'

The program on the campus open,
ed with selections by tne city
and singing by members of the Fort-of
Music club. A reading
nightly
four minute
Wilson's
President
kivh,. Fourth of July message was
Laurence Lee, chairman of the Fourminute men. Following the speccnes
of Al Coleman !n Belgian, of John
Coulodon In French and George
the crowd went to Rodey hall
where Judge Lorin C. Coll ns of ofSanta
the
Fe gave the principal address
The speakers were Introevening.
duced by Charles F. Wade, chairman
of the city commissioners.
his addresd by
Judge Collins opened
time when America
referring to the
libwas founded on the principles ofworld
erty. Todav, he said, aall the nation.
great
recognizes America as
in man power can hardly
"Her forces
ii- -j
t. npdu nlnred in tne
constitution tnat imcriy
iv
th rule of our people.
.,.-.- ..
m frnm the sermon on
Amount
thy neighbor as
was "i"'"""-- "
thyself.' The speaker his
address.
several times durlns
French. Italian and Brltlsn pro
grams were given on inn uihrb nt

T YRIC THEATETfjf
TODAY AND TOMORROW

Ros-llngt-

BERT LYTELL in
"The Trail to Yesterday"
METRO FEATURE IN SIX REELS

I

ALSO A GOOD COMEDY REEL

i.

-

Fresh Shipment

.

a

Cantaloupes, Watermelons to
arrive Unlay.
Also full lino fresh

streetonecars collide:hurt
reiorted
jo

ui,i

IOUev

'

i

"

e.

All lovers of inoti iii phlures
ku:tw what that inetins.

ADMISSION CtiUdrcu. all day, 4c, war tax lo, 5c; Adults
c, war tax lc, 10c; Night, I3c war tax 2cft 15c.

WILLIAM POX Presents

tae and

uff"rd

LASALLE RANCH
fhrnie

Rrd--

IVrniilllln.

t,

DELIVERED.
MONEY
PAY CASH-SA- VE
a.
DELIVERIES For lowlands,
m. and 2 p. ni. For Highland, to
a. in. and 4 p. tu. No special

fruit

aa miifh

preHerye

at prices

you o;m well
buy lit. Writo or chII at

ealo

PHONS VOl'R ORDKR8 IN. Nt)
HOLICIIXIKS. ALL GOODS

War Saving Medium

As A

N.

m

r

SI

.

Phone 624

Persona who vvlsn to renew or take
out ivicinbtTsliliie ln Om Red trow
.'an do so by calling at Strong's Rook

roop mLiN

Co., dlrinii-liaw'Store, O. A. JMatson
or Mrs. II. 11. Ferguson, or by plucnlng
the cliairman of the Membersbtp

No.

'

18SI-TV.

TELL

IN

S. 8.

lln.-e- d

'

suits nrsaed

Four

TODAY

$1
SI .25. GRAPE FRUIT,

........

fiiliTRirs eggs

HmMul

Sklnnor. (!hainiilon.

Cteni- -

roy and Sab Jose Market; 5."c dozen.
W. B. U.

Bryant's Delivery

FOR QCICK STOVICE
223 West Ooincr.
Fhone 601.
-

Pay your

5c!

icr

can lie
40c
75c
25c

Peas, Tomatoes, Corn. 2 for
Small Glass Jar Peaches ami
15i
Apricots
lbs. Guaranteed Peaches
Can 2
20c
and Pears
Peach and Annie Itultcr. lb. .30c
7
5c
Milk
size
Baby size
12c
Tall sie, 15c slisc...
I dirge Box Matches, 7
size... 6c
5c
Potted Mam, 7
size.
Vienna Sausage, 15c size.... 12
iCmst Beef. 40c size
35c
; . . . .35c
Corned Ilccf, 40o size
Stuffed Plain Olives, 1 3c size, 12
Medium CrNeo . . . .
$1.10
$2.00
liarge size Crisco...
55c
Small Cottoleno
Medium Cottoleno
$1.10
S2.65
I.arire Cottnlene
40c
Country Eggs, doz.
Wesson Oil, one pint and three- 40c
ounce cans
75c
Compound Ijard, 3 His
$1.25
Compound Ijard, 5 lbs.,
10
$2.55
lbs.,
Compound Lard,
Silver Leaf Lard, 5 lbs
$1.65
Silver Icaf Lurd, 10 lbs.
$3.00
One gallon solid packed Apples, 45c
Good 2 2 lbs. Pcurs, Peaches,
20c
Apricots
Gallon
Pic Fruits, Peaches and
.
60c
,
Apricots
Large can Sliced Pineapple ....20c
..25c
Walnuts, lb
Armour's Chi plied Beef, 7 ozs..,.30c
1
'.30c
lb
Red Salmon,
20c
Red Salmon, 'A lb
E-25c
Corn Flakes, 3 for
12 c
Large Can Hominy

FOX

"TOTO" in "CLEOPATRA"
IT
EVER.
DON'T MISS

THAN

BETTER

IN TWO PARTS

'
NO RAISE IN PRICE
Admission
Adults, 15c; Children, 10c
Admission1.
.Adults, '10c; Children, 5c

;

EVENING
MATINEE

....

TIME OF THE SHOWS

1:00, 2:45, 4:30, 6:15, 8:00, 9:15 P. M.

l--

l--

W. S. 8

i

WILLIAM FARNUfi
PIRECTI0N WiaiAM

PATHE PRESENTS THE GREATEST COMEDIAN

ALSO

EACH

Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning Co. iwini
Welch's Grape nunini,
Juice
wunvTi rnoiia nun.
Two for

IN SEVEN PARTS
on Ralph Connor's
Novel "The Doctor"

Staged by Frank Lloyd
STANDARD PICTURES

HENRY'S

iSUITS CLEANED,

"

"The Heart
of a Lion"

WAJL

DELIVERY
Your baggage tronhles. Phona US.

"Two-Bit- "

Red Cross dues. This is

lit li

WILLIAM
FARNUfvl

THE.

com-niilte- e.

'ive

a duty you should not
neglect.

495-40-

Yt

Strong Brothers
Undertakers

f

ter-rili- e,

ARMMO's' TAXI LINE
Two large Oars at your wrvlpc. day
.
.nm.iuiin nf Mrs. E. L. and
night Cheap rates by the hour.
Matteucci, Palladina&Go.
Mitchell and
a
I'HONE 414.
rrduiiH". ..- -. tiniiin M
Mitchell
IfAE'J.'Ci
W. S. S.
UlVUtlMilrja iJMM
,.n,; 'ho"Hlue Boils' of ScotlaJid,"
6
01 W. TIJcms. Phones
Boy
ALVARAD0 EGGS.
Mrs Schwentker "Irish Mnstrel
r Bradford "Rule Britannia.
On sale hy loadinR grocers the
r
ti TIT.. Inn W rt Wfl ft
POLICARPIO ARMIJO
after they are laid; 55c
,
moraine
the
introduced
partlcl
Bull."
"John
w. . .
u irrttriiuh nrotrram.
WAR
mc
Damn
Hr
BUYS
Orders taken tor service flag.
$1,000
Women of American Army. 223 West
dance by the daughter of Gold
SAVINGS STAMPS an Italian
Avenue,
n-- n.
lrW the latter acting
were sung
a. accompanist. Two songs
the
Mrs.
A.
from
CITY; ELECTRIC "sHOE SHOP
Pollearpto Armljo,.Atrisco. yesterday by an Italian chorus.
dressed as Italy throughout
of Ranchos de
was
PnONE
PHONE 867
PROMPT SERVICE.
a
hi
Fourth of July in
STRONG BLK., COPPER
FREE. CALL AND DETJVER
75.
by
manner
purchasing
program
the
of
by
most
A
feature
patriotic
BATCH'S OLD STAND
na- AND SECOND.
French
f thn
147
VL'nitilimr ItlwuLrHul. 'iffm
con
to pur- renreMeniii-iivt-C.v.
This
lion , wti . iii tv,inmi
trip to Albuquerque espcciully
B. M. WILLIAMS
30c
the
lb
of
Peanut
nn
Bulk
Butter,
..nnmntgl
chase the stamps.
Dentist '
Sav-- ,
bV Mrs. Delia
wk
waiter linkers (jnocoiuie, iu
The "$1,000 club" of the War in- 1
and
S.
Rooms
Building
Whiting
French
itrA hn. fiirthpr been
50.
Walter linker's Cocoa, lb
Olrard, a presentation of the
I'hone No. (181.
. i
n.imhi.r iv nurchases of "Marianne" by Mrs, jonn
"
LINE OF QUAKER CEREALS
FILL
Gold.
and
Corner
..fiwond
David
HOCn,
Cugivadan,
Yvonne
iln...in iLpmnnR'
"Alsce" by M'ss
Ul
HIIIUllip.
W. 8. S.
,i .
u H Pollock, ....jacon lvoruur
by Miss Tean and
M,
"Red Cross Nurses"
'
an.
.ii.i
"Two-Bit- "
A French dance was
uiu
who
Tulla Olrard.
one other person
PRICES
NEW GOODS-NE- W
also given, the music bring lurmsmm
liuum-iiio
uuKi--Chauvin.
in addition to those wno
by Miss Antonlettethe booths, including
ONLY
Tourist lunches. Tullman Cafu.
the
following
CASH
the limit in the stamps,
Every one ofGreek. Belgian, Italian,
Martin & Thorn. Taxi. Phone 273. persons purchased stamps in iins o.
el aboratriy
were
FrenchTnd
A.
In
Las
Dr.
J.
British,
is
uciuy.
H.
Chamberlain
Coons,
J.
$500;
Dr. H. L.
A feature of the Italian '
Kistler. Colllster company. Dr. w.
IJ very and sadiho horses. Trimble's
Vegas, N. M., on business.
( Showboot;
Albert
Stern,
was
the
lar.e oil palnt.np
Ernest
Spitz,
M.,
Lovelace,
Silver
rf.
of
Barn.
Red
City,
tne
Allen Weaver
across
O.
F.
F.
Fadeloy.
Uncle Sam reaching
was an Albuquerque visitor yesterday. Walter Dlsque, Dr.
with a
- ing
N. Marron, Dr. J. S. Cipes. p. v. otc- ocean and striking the kaiser word
M.,
S.
of
Las
Vegas,
McOove,
Harry
vv. whin
The whip contains the stand
Canna, W. C. Oes.reich and capt.
attended the automobile races i here C.
llfl WEST GOLD
W. W. 8. A StaUie of Liberty
South 1'lrot. I'hono 221.
Iteid.
SID
'
.
yesterday.
..01 ine
i
won
thn
a
on
iirnciess
He.iiu,.oUinir
of
ing
Mr. and Mis. J. It. Malcomb,
American BO niers nre nn....
of the campaign
work
club.
Join tho Two-blen. N. M., spent the fourth of July continuation
Sam. The painting Is the
night, H. C. Roehl, head of the l,uu Unde
in Albuquerque.
Tie.onard
Tnrtaglla
said:
of
V. H. Hurd, of Itoswell, N. M., was committee,
H. F. laiieiie, mm.
"The committee mat nas uen
In this city yesterday.
r...i
nu.,i,it.n were re- 1
T
HAY FEVER
of nnn"1.
nannw
tho
Mrs.
secure
pledges
to
and
Mr.
to
working
decorations Dy
Horn yesterday morningbeautiful
the
have
for
women but
its
and cure, by my
alleviation
men
and
sponsion
437
West
Santa
nrpnaritiK
prominent
whon
Mis. Adolfo Luna,
'
the field for lack at the Br i sn oi""". "
combined treatments of OsteopaEe avenue, a daughtor.
Mrs Vtnn trted
decorations
al
names
to
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The Most Beloved Star or Motion Pictures Reappears
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Today, July 5, at 424 South Edith Street
Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 p. m.
Five rooms of beautiful furniture to go to tho highest bidder
for cash." Note some of the following articles to bo sold:
, Mahogany Library Table, 3 Mahogany Rockers, Mahogany Divan,
Dresser,
Mahogany Book Case, Brass Bed, Springs and Mattress,
'
;;
Chiffonier, Sanitary Cot.
Desk,
Fumed Oak Dining Table and $ Chairs to match; Ladles' Morris
Telephone Stand, Sewing Table, Reading Lamp, Solid Leather
" '
Chair, Rugs.
Refrigerator, Flrelew Omkcr, Gas
Large arid Small
Stove. Heating Stoves, Dishes, CookUift t -Utensils and many other
'
useful articles not mentioned In this ad. ; '
appreciate this
If you are a lover of good furniture,'U you will
your chancer to cut the
sale, for this is beautiful furnlturei now
and
bring your friends.
high cost of furniture, bo on hand promptly,
,

,

FurFor any Information regarding this sale call at T. S. Mills
'
niture Co. Store, 228 South Second, or phone 808.

J. L. G0BER Auctioneer
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SIZES; STEAM COAXi.
Wood, Factory Wood, Cord Wood, Native Kindling, Lime.
ANTHRACITE,

